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EDITORIAL

A LOOK AT OURSELVES
THROUGH MIRROR AND

TELESCOPE
FOR MANY YEARS, Professor

Jakob  Petuchowski   has   been
regarded  as  one  of  the  fore-

most  academics  within  the  Jewish
world.  It is  a particular pleasure  to
publish a recent lecture of his as our
theology supplement.

Petuchowski     is     Professor     of
Liturgy at Hebrew Union College -
the largest Reform rabbinical train-
ing   college   in   the   world.    He   is
renowned  for  his  witty  and  acerbic
comments:     on     one     memorable
occasion,  reflecting  on  what  he  re-
garded  as  the  excessive universalism
of  a  new  progressive  prayerbook,
he  concluded  a  letter  to  its  editor:
`With   best   wishes   to   you,   your

family and all mankind'.  Petuchow-
ski  also  has  a  reputation  for  being
an  unflinching  critic of the  Reform
Movement when he feels that stric-
tures are necessary.

Whilst delineating the dangers and
problems  faced  by  each  stream  of
contemporary  Judaism,  Petuchow-
ski  concludes his present essay with
a comment of great importance. He
points   out   that   each   tendency   in
Judaism has to  struggle  afresh  with
the    balance    between    `faith    and
works' and it is in that very struggle
that   Judaism   retains   its   life   and
vitality.

Reform   or  Progressive   Judaism
in  Britain  has  distinctive  character-
istics   which    render   it   somewhat
different from  the North  American
version.  This  is  a  reflection  of  his-
tory  -  the  real  growth  of  Progres-
sive Judaism  in  Britain  is  a feature
of only the last fifty years.  It is also
a reflection of the different balance
of   numbers   within   each   stream.
And it is reflective of the differences
between     British     and     American
societies  as  a  whole.   British  Prog-
ressive   Judaism   is   very   much   a
Judaism  of faith  and  has  few  lead-
ers,  if  any,  who  espouse  or  seek  a
secular   Judaism   devoid   of   God.

Indeed,  it  may  well  be  true  to  say
that Progressive Judaism  in  Britain
is  more  concerned  to  wrestle  with
matters of faith and to find religious
answers    to    theological    questions
than  any  other  section  of the  com-
munity.

Furthermore,  both  Reform  and
Liberal Judaism in Britain are deep-
ly committed  to  finding a  rationale
for practice - works - which places
the   balance   of  probability   with
tradition.   The  real  problem  with
which  British  Progressive  Judaism
struggles is to maintain and develop
Judaism  expressed  through  works,
whilst   escaping   on   the   one   hand
from  the  blunt  instrument  of  im-
mutable law and on the other from
the anarchy of unbridled autonomy.
Committed      to      liberalism      and
choice,  how  can  these  nevertheless
be  balanced  by  self-discipline  and
respect  for  tradition  and  commun-
ity? Which works does faith lead to
and  which  works  are  necessary  to
sustain faith?

Conservative    Judaism,    though
deeply  embedded  in  the  American
Jewish scene is only represented in
Britain   by   the   fledgling   Masorti
Movement. Conservatism has much
to offer, not least to those who have
a strong desire to act as their fathers
and     grandfathers     before     them
whilst not rejecting modern histori-
cal  scholarship  and text criticism.
However,     Conservative    Judaism
also  has  its  intellectual  and  theolo-
gical   problems.   Committed   to   an
historical  understanding  of  the  de-
velopment of Bible and fecz/czcfe¢fe, it
is  no  longer  Orthodox.  It  then  has
to    justify    remaining    Orthoprax
whilst   acknowledging   the   critique
implicit in  the  rejection  of traditio-
nal    beliefs    about   the   origins   of
Torczfe   and   the   authority   of   the
ancient  rabbis.  For  that  critique  is
not   admissible   within   the   fecz/czcfez.c
system which  Conservatives seek to

maintain   and   the   system   is   built
upon a view of the nature of Torczfe
which Conservative Judaism no Ion-
ger  holds.  How  does  the  faith  jus-
tify  the works?

The     largest     grouping     within
Anglo-Jewish    life    today    is    still
Orthodoxy   and   Orthodoxy,   once
again,   faces   its   own   set   of   chal-
lenges  and  problems.  The  defence
of an extra-historical event in which
God gave the whole  rora!fe, written
and  oral,   as   an   unchanging  blue-
print  is  hardly  easy  in  the  light  of
much    of    modern    thinking.     As
Petuchowski  points  out,  the  in flu-
ence   of   history,   the   evidence   of
development,    the    indications    of
selectivity  in  the  gamut  of  Jewish
practice    seem    obvious.    Further-
more,   Orthodoxy   is   beset   by   a
seemingly   irresistible   tendency   to
become ever more restrictive and to
win Brownie points by out-/rzJmJ72z.ng
the hitherto most /rzfm. Then again,
there   is   the   issue   of   relating   to
modern   culture   and   deciding   the
extent  of Jewish  separateness.  Last
but  by  no  means  least,  Orthodoxy
has vital  questions  to  answer about
how tQ deal with the majority of the
Jewish world, who share neither its
faith  nor all  of its  works.

We     all     have     our    problems,
though   it   is   usually   easier   to   see
other  people's  than  our  own!  And
as Petuchowski so  rightly observes,
they  have  to  do  with  the  rationale
and    balance    between    faith    and
works.   Each   tendency   or   stream
starts  with  very  different  assump-
tions   but   the   problems   are   not
unrelated.  Petuchowski is of course
right   that   the   questions   and   the
wrestling  are  what  keep  us alive.  It
would  be   nice   to   think   that  each
section   could   recognise   that   fact
rather   than   see   only   death   and
decay in everybody else's quest and
only life in  their ownl
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SEX
AND WHAT SHOULD I TELL MY TEENAGEF]?

MOST  EVIDENCE - FROM
sur`veys in magazines to per-
sonal testimony - suggest that

few  people  today  are  virgins  when
they marry. Most will have had sex
with their partner before they reach
the  cftappch  (wedding  canopy)  and
many will  have  had sex with  other
partners  as  well.  Increasingly,  the
age  at  which  people  marry  is  left
later and later, whilst living together
is almost the norm.

RABBI MICHAEL LEIGH

FOR JUDAISM TO BE effec-
tive,  a  serious  and  consistent
approach   is   required.   You

cannot have occasional encounters,
like    sometimes    lighting    Sfe¢bbaf
candles,   having   a   Seder   but   not
abstaining  from  bread  the  rest  of
the  Pcsczcfe  week,  coming  to  syna-
gogile only  on Rosh Hashanah imd
yon    Kz.ppz{r.     These     are    half-
hearted   nods   in   the   direction   of
Judaism and will be neither respec-
ted nor become a life philosophy by
the  young  or  anyone  else  for  that
matter.  Of course, Judaism is more
than   ritual   acts   which   give   both
colour   and   symbolism   to   deepen
teachings.   It   also   has   something
explicit to  say in  the field of ethics,
concerning such  values  as  honesty,
charity,     consideration,     love     of
neighbour  to   mention  but   a  few.
But these areas, too, must be taken
seriously,   not  treated  in   an  ama-
teur,  off-hand  way.  To  teach  both
ritual  and  ethical  77ijfzt;of you  need
to start from early days to inculcate
teachings and practices.  To  neglect
them   and  then  get  heavy-handed
when children are already teenagers
or young adults is not a good plan.
So  to  prepare  for  Jewish  teaching
on  sex,  amongst  other  areas,  it  is
best to start early at home creating
a  moral  climate  and  maintaining  a
consistency.

The  teaching  of  Judaism  in  the
area   of   pre-marital   sex   is   clear.
Maimonides (1135-1204) says, `One

In  the  past,  religions  in  general
and  Judaism  no  less  than  others,
have had a considerable amount to
say  on  the subject of sex - on pre-
marital   just   as   much   as   extra-
marital relations. Does Judaism and
its  spokespeople,  the  rabbis,  have
anything to say on the subject today?
And,  in  particular,  what  guidance
and advice would they offer to par-
ents   of   teenage   children?   What
should parents tell their children is

should marry a woman by means of
a  formal  contract  and  the  rabbini-
cally enjoined rites; one should not
have intercourse with a woman un-
less  one  has  given  her  a  marriage
contract and performed the approp-
riate marriage rites'  (Mz.sfe#c Tor¢fo,
Hz./cfeof   Jsfewf).   This   implies   that
sexual relations between a man and
a   woman   begin   at   the   chztppflh.

Here is initiated the unique love the
couple feel  for each  other.  Indeed,
the  sexual  act  is  the  most  private,
personal and intimate expression of
love.   It  is  the  climax  of  the  love
relationship and therefore, so Juda-
ism  teaches,  it  should  be  reserved
for the context of marriage and the
home,   both   institutions   by  which
Judaism    sets    such    store.    Other
more   casual   settings,   apart   from
lessening the centrality of the cfozJp-
p¢fe ceremony, reduce sex almost to

right and wrong?  How should they
react if their son or daughter wishes
to live with someone either prior to
marriage   or   without  even  having
marriage in mind? How should they
react if their son or daughter wishes
to sleep with a girl or boy friend in
their own home? 44&#7.a has asked a
number of leading Progressive rab-
bis what guidance they would offer.

a  sport   and   cheapen   its  ultimate
pleasure.    This    approach    to    sex
needs  to  be  taught  not  as  piece  of
Victorian   prudery   but   as   an   im-
portant    teaching    of    Judaism    -
assuming,  of course,  that  you  take
Judaism seriously, full-time and not
occasionally.

It    follows    then    that    parents
should   do   their   best   to   dissuade
their sons  and daughters from  `set-
ting  up  home'  with  anyone  before
marriage.  Parents  may  argue  that
they  are  powerless  in  dealing  with
mature  young people.  But one can
only  do  one's  best  to  uphold  what
one believes in -which,  hopefully,
is a strong committed faith in Juda-
ism.  As  in  other  fields  of  life,  an
example   needs   to   be   set   and   a
standard  seen  to  be  maintained.  It
follows that parents who  believe in
Judaism could certainly not counte-
nance  their  children  sleeping  with
their boy or girlfriend  in  their own
home as they would be condoning,
under   their   own   roof,   the   very
actions  which  they  would  want  to
forbid.

I   am   aware   that   I   have   been
making  ideal  assumptions,  namely
that parents  have  a  knowledgeable
and  committed   approach  to  their
Judaism,  God  and  ror¢fe  and  that
their  children  are  reasonably  well
disposed   to   Judaism,    neither   of
which  is,  to  be  realistic,  always  the
case.   But  this  is  what  synagogues
and  religious  movements  are  for -
to   teach   standards,   especially   in
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personal    morality.    And    parents
should  approach  their  children  in
the spirit of teaching and persuasion
rather  than  force.  We  should  not
hold up our hands and cry `We  are
powerless, everyone's doing it'. That
is   not   the   path   of   determination
which  our people  have  followed.  It
leads   inevitably   to   a   lowering   of
standards. If you take seriously high
standards   of   personal   honesty   in
tackling social issues, in overcoming
racism,  you can surely have similar
high goals in the areas of the purity
of Jewish marriage and you have to
work for them.

Rabbi  Michael  Leigh  !.s  Sc#z.or  RczbbJ.,   Eczg-
ware  & District Reform Synagogue.

RABBIjACQUELINE TABICK

`N3eeeppE!#jlhB::tH::T:i;|udi:t:

unions  and  illicit  sexual  relations'.
So wrote the mediaeval philosopher
and   medical   doctor   Maimonides.
Are these words, that were true for
his  time,  even  more  applicable  to-
day?

Strangely    enough,    pre-marital
sex  is  not  condemned  in  the  Bible
and in post-Biblical times.  In ancient
Judah  it  was  certainly  allowed  be-
tween  betrothed  couples.  But  later
Tcz/mz/dz.c rabbis,  while  they valued
the  role  of sex  in  marriage,  firmly
prohibited pre-marital sexual  inter-
course.  It  is  their  attitude  that  has
shaped  the Jewish way of love  and
marriage until modern times.  Possi-
bly  their  rationale  for  encouraging
couples  to  wait  until  the  marriage
bond   was   tied   was   to   give   legal
protection   to   both   partners.   For
often one of the partners is render-
ed vulnerable through their love for
the other partner and without some
legal protection the vulnerable part-
ner  may  suffer  from  the  seeming
freedom  of  lovers  to  change  their
mind  when  a  more  attractive  mate
becomes available.

Today,  with  a  much  more  open
society  and  much  later  marriages,
the question has to be raised again.
Now,  with  my  children  aged  nine
and seven, I would give the follow-
ing  answer.   What  I  would  say  or
certainly feel when they are older is
probably a different matter.
1   It  must  be  stressed  that  sex  is  a

natural  part  of  life,  that  we  all
have   sexual   feelings   and   that
these  feelings  can  be  wonderful
in   the   right   context.   But   like
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other   natural   feelings   such   as
anger   or   happiness   there   are
appropriate    times    to    express
them  and  other  times  when  we
have  to  exercise  a  measure  of
self-control.

2  They   must   be   urged   to   be   in
touch with their own feelings  on
the   subject   and   never   allow   a
`friend'   to  force  them  into  sex

against their will.  Many a young
person  gets  involved  in  a  sexual
relationship out of fear of ridicu-
le or of losing a partner and that
cannot  be  right.   Young  people
must  be  taught  a  large  measure
of       self-respect        and        self-
protection.

3  Intercourse    is    something   very
special, to be reserved for special
relationships. You degrade your-
self and the  act if you engage  in
casual  sex.  In  view  of the  emo-
tions  aroused  by  sexual  encoun-
ters,     perhaps     young     people
should    consider    waiting    until
they are in their twenties and in a
stable   relationship   before   they
engage  in  full  sexual  activity.  If
someone decides to wait till mar-
riage  before   engaging  in  inter-
course,  that  decision  should  be
respected.   Indeed,  I  would  en-
courage  waiting.

4  In  these  days  of  HIV,  it  is  im-
perative  that proper precautions
are  taken.   If  the  couple  desire
sex without the use of a condom
they should discuss the desirabil-
ity   of  blood   tests   before   they
engage   in   sex.   Similarly,   it   is
imperative   that   proper   contra-
ceptive  measures  be  taken  for  a
couple   engaging   in   pre-marital
Sex.

5  The   couple   must   discuss   their
desire  fully  and  only  engage  in
sex  if  both  partners  are  in  full
agreement.  There must never be
any  attempt  to  coerce  another
person  into  sex.

6  Sexual intercourse should be seen
as  part  of  a  loving  and  caring
relationship where both partners
acknowledge  the  responsibilities
they  bear  for  the  future  happi-
ness  of their lover.
Above  all,  it  is  imperative  that

young  people   are   encouraged   to
discuss  the  question  openly  before
it becomes one  of practical import-
ance, for as in most ethical issues, it
is  only through  discussing  and con-
tinuously   refining   and   redefining
your position that responsible deci-
sions can be madel

Rabbi   Jacqueline   Tabick   scrvcs   Jfec   W€sf
London  Synagogue.

RABBI  SIMON FRANSES
EADING THE VERY chal-
lenging  introduction,   one  is
tempted   to   be   either   veryR

strict or very liberal or, more funda-
mentally,   ask   the   question   `Can
rabbis  or  religious  leaders  formu-
late  or dictate  the moral  behaviour
of our society today?' Furthermore,
do we agree with the Jewish princi-
plc  that  `one  is  responsible  for  the
other' and take individual as well as
collective responsibility?

Both  the  Biblical  as  well  as  the
rabbinic      legislation      looks      dis-
approvingly    at    pre-marital     and
extra-marital   relations.    Even   so,
the   Bible   as   well   as   the   rabbis
realised  that  not  all  unions  or  all
relationships   will    be    everlasting.
This is the  reason for divorce since
Biblical   times.   Moreover,   at   one
stage  in  our  history  and  in  some
cases   even   to   this   very   day,   the
Scpfe&rdz. world  allows polygamy.

I do  know that both  divorce  and
polygamy are at the initiation of the
male  and  will  be  looked  upon  dis-
approvingly  by  our  society  which
preaches     equality     between     the
Sexes.

We in the Reform Movement do
not  indicate  in  the  Kefwbczfe   (mar-
riage document) the sexual status of
the woman because we do not wish
to   describe   her   sexual   status.   In
Jewish tradition,  however,  we have
maintained    for    centuries,     erro-
neously,    the    myth    that    women
whom we place under the cfewpp¢fe,
unless     they     are     divorcees     or
widows,   must   be   virgins   and   all
Orthodox     KCJ4{bof    describe     the
women  either  as  bcfw//czfe  (virgin),

gerushah   (divoTc,ee)    or    almanah
(widow).  To  be  fair,  at  no  time  in
Jewish   tradition   did   a   document
indicate   the   sexual   status   of   the
man.

Considering  all  the  above  as  an
introduction, we come to the thorny
issue  oi' what  guidelines  we  should
give to our young people.  Realising
that friendships  as well  as marriage
are part of human relationships, we
should  guide  our  young  people  to
have relationships with the opposite
sex which will not hurt either of the
partners.  This is easier said or writ-
ten  than  done.

I   personally   do   not   feel   that
Continued on next page



Continued from previous page
rabbis,  or  for  that  matter  any  reli-
gious  leaders,  can  simply  legislate
and  expect  people  to  follow.  It  is
the  mood  of  our  society,  the  be-
haviour   of   the   adults   in   various
fields  of  human  relationships  that
give an indication and a pattern for
our young people. We cannot guide
our   young   people   to   be   patient
when we are impatient.  We cannot
indicate  to` them  through  our  own
behaviour that our approach to life
is totally hedonistic and then expect
them to behave in an entirely diffe-
rent   way.   It   seems   to   me   that
parents   must    discuss   with    their
teenage children in depth and prob-
ably in seminars the sexual morality
of the day which is applicable both
to the adults as well as to the young
people.   It  seems   to   me   that  the
Manor  House  should  initiate  such
groups  where  a  frank  exchange  of
opinion can take place in order that
we  as  a  community  can  advise  our
children, that we should increase in
holiness rather than decrease. Above
all,   whatever   guidelines   we    are
going  to  provide,  we  should  indi-
cate  to  them  that  at  all  costs  they
must  not  hurt  themselves  or  their
partner.
Rabbi Simon Franses i.s  Cfeai.r a/ ffec Assem-
bly   of   Rabbis   of   RSGB   and   Minister   of
Middlesex New  Synagogue.

RABBI  SYBIL SHERIDAN0NE  OF THE PROBLEMS
we  face  today  is  that  the
Biblical teaching on sex and

marriage   is   essentially   irrelevant.
Marriage  then  was  a  legal  transac-
tion dealing with the transference of
goods - namely  the  bride  and  her
dowry from father to husband. Vir-
ginity was clearly an asset, marking
the  distinction  between  a  woman
who  was  `new'   and  one  who  was
`second hand'.

Marriage  now  is  regarded  more
for its declaration  of love, with the
cfeLfppczfo  ceremony  as  a  symbol  of
divine sanction for the couple's intent
to live together. This does not mean
that Jewish tradition has nothing to
say to us, rather that we should look
for a different paradigm. In a socie-
ty that aims at equality of the sexes.
The  \a.ws   bein   adam   lehavero   -
between  man  and  his  neighbour  -
seem  a  better  model.  Through  its
many  legal   requirements  runs   an
underlying theme of concern for the
neighbour's   welfare,   respect   and

trust, summed up in Leviticus 19/18
as `you shall love your neighbour as
yourself'.

Marriage  is  still  desirable.  It  is  a
very Jewish  institution  at the  heart
of   community   life.   The   greatest
happiness is believed to be found in
marriage, the meaning of life in the
raising of children.  But the success
of a marriage is dependent upon the
quality  of the  relationship,  not  the
virginity  of  the  bride.   An  equally
committed  and  caring  relationship
can develop without the benefit of a
wedding  ceremony.  Indeed,  it  can
make  for  a  truer  `marriage'   than
one  started  under  the  cfoz{pp¢fo  but
continued   in    an    atmosphere    of
hatred  or distrust.  It  may be  a less
Jewish   option  in   that  it   is  based
upon private promises rather than a
public  declaration.  It  deprives  the
community of its role in a marriage
and    would    be    seen    as    lacking
heavenly  sanction.  It  is  not  an  op-
tion I would recommend but hardly
one I could condemn as wrong.

There  are  several  dangers  con-
nected with an emphasis  on virgin-
ity. It tends to be demanded only of
the   woman,   which   promotes   an
inequality  of relationship  and  con-
tains within  it  a tacit acceptance  of
male  promiscuity  before  and  poss-
ibly even after marriage. It can lead
to a view of marriage that is purely
sexual, without regard for the many
aspects   that   are   important   for   a
fulfilling relationship.  It can be  ex-
ploitative  -  both  by  the  man  who
views  women  as  conquests  and  by
the woman who can offer or withold
at  will.

To the parents of teenage children,
this  may  seem  alarming.  After  all,
sex can be equally  exploitative  and
its  consequences  far  more  damag-
ing.  But  it  is  precisely  because  of
this  that  virginity  should  be  down-
played and sex seen not in isolation
but  as  part  of  a  complete  human
relationship.  To  the  teenager,  boy
or girl, it should not be a game. It is
something   to   be   embarked   upon
later   rather   than   sooner;   with   a
mature understanding and an aware-
ness of its attendant responsibilities .
It should be within a relationship of
commitment to the other person - a
relationship of care for other's wel-
fare,  of  respect,  of  trust...  and  of
lovel
Rabbi  Sybil  Sheridan  I.s  mcirrj.CCZ,  ffec  moffocr
of three  sorts  and has  served communities  irl
Israel,   in   Ealing,   Swindon   and   Newcastle
upon Tyne.

lwEH#A.
IS A NAKED

POWER GAME
Dow Marmur

ALL ArlTEMFTS TO discredit
Reform    by    its    opponents
have  usually  had  the  oppo-

site  effect.   Thus  the  most  recent
threat   to   amend   Israel's   Law   of
Return  was  seen  by  many   as  an
action   designed   to   disenfranchise
Reform  and Conservative Judaism.
The organised Jewish community -
in the United States, Canada, Eur-
ope  and  elsewhere  -  soon  closed
ranks and put up an opposition that
surprised    even    seasoned    Israeli
politicians.   For   Reform   Judaism,
like  Conservative  Judaism,  has  be-
come  an  integral  part of the  fabric
of   contemporary   Jewry.    At   the
same time, those who attacked non-
Orthodox    Judaism    suffered    set-
backs   as   a   consequence   of  their
endeavour  to  claim  sole  rights  in
matters of Jewish status.

It  is  equally  important  to  realise
that no western democracy is likely
to   curtail   the   activities   of   non-
Orthodox   Jewish   groups   in   their
countries.  Even if the Prime Minis-
ter of Britain favours the Orthodox
Chief Rabbi over the Archbishop of
Canterbury, as many observers sug-
gest,   there  is   nothing  to   indicate
that  Mrs.  Thatcher  would  comply
with the wishes of Lord Jakobovits
and  seek  to  curtail  the  activities of
Reform    Judaism    in    the    United
Kingdom.

This is one reason why Orthodox
groups,   notably   Lubavitch,   have
sought   to   use   their   influence   in
Israel to advocate the admendment
of the Law of Return. Having been
very     successful     in     dominating
Orthodox Judaism in the Diaspora,
Lubavitch   was    presumably    frus-
trated    by    the    institutional    and
numerical  strength of Conservative
and  Reform  Judaism,  particularly
in    the   United   States.    It   rightly
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identified the relatively open policy
of  both  these  Movements  towards
conversion, non-Jewish spouses and
children  of mixed  marriages  as  one
of the  causes  of that  strength.  Un-
able   to   do   anything   about   it   in
America,  it  turned  its  attention  to
Israel.   But,   like  others,   it  miscal-
culated    the    commitment    of   the
seemingly  luke-warm  Reform  and
Conservative  Jews  to  their  respec-
tive organisations and philosophies.
As   a   result,   for   the   time   being,
thanks   to   Diaspora   pressure,   the
sfcz/ws g#o ¢#fc prevails:  the Law of
Return has not been amended.

This   means  that  would-be   con-
verts  will  continue  to  be  accepted
into Judaism by non-Orthodox rab-
bis,  and  the  Jewish  State  will  have
to  register  them  for  automatic  citi-
zenship  should  they  come  as  o/I.in
(immigrants) - despite the fact that
the  courts under the jurisdiction  of
the Israeli  Chief Rabbinate will  not
and  notwithstanding  the  numerous
ways  in  which  politically  and  reli-
giously  motivzited  bureaucrats  may
seek to harm individual immigrants.

The  `Who  is  a  Jew?'  debate  has
not   only  polarised   Orthodox   and
non-Orthodox    Jews    in    the    Di-
aspora.   It   has   also   created   other
tensions:     between    various    non-
Orthodox groups,  as well  as within
the  Reform  Movement  itself.  The
tensions      between      Conservative
Judaism,     Reconstructionism    and
Reform   are   not   relevant   in   this
context but  the  tensions within  Re-
form   are   very   pertinent   to   our
discussion .

The  tensions  within  Reform  ex-
press   themselves   at   least   in   two
current   debates:    firstly,    between
the  traditionalists  and  antinomians
and,    secondly,    between    Zionists
and   non-Zionists.   Let   me   discuss
them  in  turn.

Unlike     Conservative    Judaism,
Reform   Judaism,   on   the   whole,
does  not  view  fecz/ocfez.c  Judaism  as
normative.  At  best  H¢/c[cfeczfe  has  a
vote,    not   a   veto.    Whether   you
approve of this or not is immaterial
for my argument.  It is a fact of life.
But  even  within  this  broad  agree-
ment   there   is    a   tension    in    the
Reform  Movement  today  between
those who are anxious iJo/zJ#fczrz./}J to
affirm  as  much  as possible  of tradi-
tion,  as expressed in Hcz/czcfe¢fe,  and
others  who  tend  to  be  anarchic  in
such   matters   and   at   times   even
proud of it.

The traditionalists within Reform
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are   particularly   adamant   that   we
should not tamper with the fecz/¢cfez.c
criteria  for  Jewish  status,  that  is  in
matters  of conversion  and  divorce.
Whatever   the    course    of   history
might have been , these criteria have
become   normative.    The    Reform
rabbis   in   Toronto,   to   quote   the
example  nearest  to  my  home,  be-
long to the traditionalist camp. This
means,   among   other   things,   that
they   will    not   officiate    at   mixed
marriages  and  that,  in  addition  to
whatever expectations they have  in
the realm of education and practice,
they   demand   that   each   convert
undergo   /cvz./czfe,   ritual   immersion,
and   all   male   converts   be   circum-
cised   by   a   mofec/   prior   to   being
accepted  as Jews.

The   reason   for   this   ostensibly
selective   approach   to   fJc/czcfeczfe   is
not  difficult  to  understand.  A  Jew
who  does  not  observe  Shabbat,  or
the   dietary   laws,   or   the   laws   of
sfe¢f#cz   (mixed   fibres   in   clothing)
according to fJcz/czcfr¢fe is still a Jew,
and    is    recognised    as    such    by
tradition,  whether it  is  interpreted
leniently    or    stringently.    On    the
other   hand,   a   person   who   goes
outside  the  rules  of  Jewish   status
places himself, or herself, in jeopar-
dy in the eyes of tradition, whether
it  be  interpreted  leniently  or  strin-
gently.

The  efforts  by  Orthodox  groups
and political parties  to disenfranch-
ise   Reform   has   strengthened   the
case of the antinomians in its midst.
They  have  rightly  pointed  out  that
the  advocacy  by  the  traditionalists
of  the   need   to   make   sacrifices  is
futile -for Orthodox exponents will
spurn us as they spurn Conservative
Judaism. Therefore, we should face
facts and act according to psycholo-
gical,    sociological   and   pragmatic
criteria  in  deciding  who  is  a  Jew -
and    not    `tinker'    with    H#/czcfoczfe.
Hence  the  militancy  on  the part of
so  many  radical  exponents  of  Re-
form   Judaism    and   its    corporate
defiant  stance.  The  more  the  lead-
ers  of  Reform  feel  under  pressure
to  concede,  the  less  they  are  likely
to  do  so.  For  they,  too,  are  politi-
cians.

So much for the tensions between
the    traditionalists    and    the    anti-
nomians  in  contemporary  Reform.
Let   me   now   turn   to   the   other
debate - that between  Zionists and
non-Zionists.

There   are   many   reasons   why
Reform  Jews  are  Zionists.  One  of

them  is  that  they  believe  that  the
place  once  occupied by fJcz/czcfeofe  is
now  taken  by  Israel.  It  is  this  they
have  in  mind  when  they  speak  of
the  centrality  of Israel.  Those  who
are involved in Zionist work within
Reform find it hard going and often
complain about their lack of success
in  the  Movement.

Obviously   our   Orthodox   oppo-
nents   are  more  impressed  by  the
endeavour to `Zionise' Reform  and
they    react    strongly.    Hence,    for
example,   the  passion   of  the  non-
Zionist   4gz4cZ¢fe,    encouraged   and
supported  by  Lubavitch,  to  thwart
the   Zionist   ambitions   of  Reform.
Perhaps they fear that by coming to
Israel,  Reform Jews will bring their
kind   of   Judaism   with   them   and
entice  some  of  the  secularists  into
their camp.  The fact that some 9°/o
of  Israelis  identified  themselves  as
Reform   in   a  recent  poll  commis-
sioned  by the  Ministry of Religious
Affairs  surprised  many.   When   an
Israeli  secularist  Member  of  Knes-
set,  Yoash  Tsiddon-Chatto,  writes
(The Je!us_alem  Post, June 7 , L989)
that    `if   there    exists    one    Jewish
spiritual   fortress   capable   of   pre-
venting  the  eventual  extinction  of
U.S.    Judaism,   it   is   the   Reform
Movement',  the  opponents  of  that
Movement    have     reason     to     be
alarmed.  Since they,  rightly,  recog-
nise    that    close    ties    with    Israel
strengthen   Reform,   they  want   to
weaken   those   ties.   The   threat   to
amend   the   Law   of   Return   is   an
effective  tool.

These  actions  have  had  a  meas-
ure of success in many ways.  One of
them   is   that   non-Zionist   Reform
Jews  use  the  attacks  on  Reform  in
Israel  as  opportunities  to  vindicate
their   stance   and   as   a   reason   to
withhold support to UJA and allied
causes.  There are  several  factors in
the growing imbalance in  favour of
UJA   funds   left   in   the   Diaspora
against  those  transmitted  to  Israel.
The  disenchantment  of  many  non-
Orthodox Jews is one of them. UJA
leaders   have   been   well   aware   of
this. Hence their determined efforts
recently   to   dissuade   the   govern-
ment  of  Israel  from  amending  the
Law of Return.

I do not wish to spend much time
on   the   majority   decision   of   the
American   Reform   Movement   to
tamper  with  traditional  criteria  by
recognising patrilineal  and not only
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matrilineal  descent  in  questions  of
Jewish  status,  though  I  frequently
argue   against  this  decision  within
the  Reform  Movement.  But  I  do
invite you to viaw the decision as a
result   of   the   weakening   of   the
traditionalists  in  Reform  and  thus

• another blow to fecz/acfez.c practice in
matters of Jewish  status within  the
Reform Movement. The decision to
recognise patrilineal descent consti-
tutes    also    a    weakening    of    the
Zionists: another blow to those who
wish    to    maintain    Jewish    unity
through the centrality of Israel.

This  weakening,  I  have  argued,
has  come  about,  in  part  at  least,
because the attacks on Reform have
tended  to  vindicate  anti-tradition-
alists     and     non-Zionists.     When
Orthodox  and  at  times  even  secu-
larist  opponents  now  use  as  one  of
their    arguments    against    Reform
Judaism  the  decision   about  patri-
lineal  descent,  they  may  be  indulg-
ing in the old ploy of the man who
asks   for   clemehcy   before    being
sentenced   for   the   murder   of  his
parents - on the grounds that he is
an  orphan.  The  opposition  to  Re-
form   has   contributed   to   Reform
extremism.  Now  this  extremism  is
used   as   an   argument   for   further
Opposition.

But,   of  course,   patrilineal   des-
cent   is   not   a   real   issue   in   this
debate. Had it been so, the Conser-
vative  Movement would have been
given  the  same  rights  as  Orthodox
Judaism  in  Israel,  because  Conser-
vative   Judaism   almost   uniformly
repudiates patrilineal  descent.  Yet,
Conservative  rabbis  are  treated  no
better in Israel than Reform rabbis.

For the real struggle today - as in
earlier   times   in   our   history   -   is
about  power.  Attacks  on  contem-
porary  non-Orthodox  Judaism  are
attacks   on    a   pluralistic   view   of
Judaism,  which challenges a mono-
lithic understanding of our religious
heritage,  espoused by many expon-
ents of Orthodoxy.  That is why my
proposal  rarely  gets  a  positive  re-
sponse.  For  it  seeks  to  diffuse  the
question    of   domination.    I    have
spoken  about  it  often  in  the  past,
but  in  this  paper  my  approach  is
somewhat different in that I  intend
to  base  my  argument  on  an  article
written   by   Shlomo   Riskin,    (7lfoe
Jcr#scz/cJ7]  Post January  4,1989).

Riskin is an exponent of modern
Orthodoxy,  first  in  New  York  and
now as Dean of Ohr Torah Institu-

tions  in  Efrat  on  the  West  Bank.
This  Orthodox  rabbi,  familiar with
both  American  and  Israeli  Jewry,
writes:   `The   hour   has   arrived   to
declare a cease fire. Hitler sent Jews
to  the  gas chambers irrespective  of
Orthodox,   Conservative,   Reform
or  secular  labels.  We  must  find  a
definition for `Who is a Jew' which
will   embrace   the   largest   possible
number of Jews without compromis-
ing  the  fe&/¢cfei.c  requirement.   The
time  has  come  to  emphasise  what
unites  us  rather  than  what  divides
us'.

Riskin's    solution    is    simple:    `1
suggest  the  formation  of  a  Unity
Beth  Din  comprising  three  Ortho-
dox rabbis and an equal number of
Conservative,  Reform  and  Recon-
structionist rabbis. . . This council on
conversion     would     establish     by
unanimous   vote   a   handbook   of
basic Judaism listing the fundamen-
tal  laws  of  the  holy  days,  k¢sfor#f,
ethical behaviour and areas of Jew-
ish  practice  vital  to  serious  Jewish
living.' Since a Bcffe Dz.#, a religious
court   of   law,   always   requires   a
minimum of three judges, the pres-
ence    of   three    Orthodox    rabbis
could make such a court acceptable
to Orthodoxy.

Riskin    continues:    `They   might
also  insist  on  knowledge  of Jewish
history,   at  least   a   reading   know-
ledge of the Hebrew language and a
strong  identification  with  the  State
of Israel. The underst.anding of this
basic Judaism, a general acceptance
of   commandments,   ritual   immer-
sion    and    circumcision    for    men,
would  establish  proper  conversion
acceptance to  all branches of Juda-
ism' .

If the proposal,  this  time  formu-
lated   by   Riskin   but   available   in
many   other   versions,    should   be
adopted,  each  side  would  have  to
pay a price.  Orthodoxy would have
to recognise the legitimacy of other
expressions    of   religious    Judaism
and   exponents   of   non-Orthodox
Judaism  would  voluntarily  have  to
impose  upon  themselves  a  discip-
line  which,  so  far,  has  not  always
come  easily  to  them.  Since  neither
side   is   likely   to   yield   totally,    a
compromise seems inescapable. For
reasons already stated,  I know that
Reform  Judaism  in  Canada,   con-
centrated as it is largely in Toronto,
would  be  very  receptive  to  such  a
proposal.  The  question  is  whether
other  groups  are  prepared  to  ex-
plore  the  matter.  As  difficult  as  it

might   be   to   institute   a   universal
Beth  Din,  local  Batei  Din  Of  this
kind  are  a  distinct  possibility  and
Toronto   should   be   considered   a
prime candidate.

Here  may  not  be  the  place  to
discuss the Riskin formula in detail.
I have, however, brought it to your
attention in order to make the point
that  the  dilemma  of  exclusiveness
versus  inclusiveness  in  the  current
religious  debate  can  be feczJczcfoz.c¢//y
resolved if there is a political will to
resolve it.

We have known all along that the
debate is ultimately about the ques-
tion,  Who  is  a  Rabbi?  It  is  thus
closely linked to the political debate
in the Jewish world about authority.
However,  religiously  -  and  that  is
Riskin's  perspective  -  we  have  no
choice    but    to    compromise.    He
writes:  `The trend towards a split in
Jewry  must  be  reversed;  otherwise
Jewish  historians  will  speak  of two
great  20th  century  tragedies.   The
Holocaust   has    already   occurred.
Ultimately,   Israel  must  bec.ome  a
unifying  force  for Jews  throughout
the  world  before  it  can  become  a
light unto  the nations'.

In   his   article   in   7lfee   Jcrwscz/e777
Pos/, to which reference has already
been   made,   Tsiddon-Chatto   tells
the following anecdote:  "Some years
ago  I  was  invited  to  a  luncheon  in
Johannesburg,  South Africa.  There
were   two   or  three   other  Israelis,
one  of  whom  was  Eliahu  Lankin,
then  ambassador to Pretoria.  `How
is  it',  asked  one  of  those  present,
`that  you,  a  Pcz/m¢cfe#z.k who  sailed

on  illegal  H¢gcz#czfe  ships,  agree  to
sit   at   the   same    table   with    the
commander   of   the    (JrgLt#)    ship
Altalena,  Mr.  Lankin?'  I  snapped
back    instinctively:     `Sir',    I    said,
`please  note  that  both  of us  sailed

the  same sea,  under the  same flag,
to the same destination."

Yoash  Tsiddon-Chatto  adds  this
sentence:  `So,  in  my  humble  opin-
ion,  do  the  Reform  Jews  and  the
Conservatives  for  that  matter'.  We
are   indeed   all   in   the   same   sea,
desperately trying to reach the same
shores of Jewish survival and Jewish
continuity.  It is  time we recognised
that we should be in the same boat
in   order   to   reach   our   common
destination.

This  paper  is  based  upon  a  lecture  given  by
Rahb.±Mzirmm in the Harry Crowe Memorial
Lecture  Series  at  York  University,  Toronto.
Don Murmur is The Senior Rabbi of the Holy
Blossom Temple,  Toronto.
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Friday,  February 16th-Sunday,  February 18th
«How Can I Sing The L®rd's Sohgt.

Jewish and Christian worship since the Second World War
with Rabbi L!onel Blue and G®rdlan Marsliall OP

Friday,  February 23rd to Sunday,  February 25th
Prayer and Worship

A Hindu-Christian Weekend to explore personal prayer and worship
Leaders: The Revd. Marcus Braybrooke  and

Swaml Bhavyanahda
r/oung adults may apply to Sr. Carolyn to stay in the Peace Cottage

for these courses at a special cost of £15 for the weekend)

Friday March 30th to Sunday April  lst
Writing aEioL.t the HolocaLlst
- LiteratL.r'e after Auschwitz

The second in a popular series of weekend courses on this theme.
Discussion will  centre around works by

Pr!mo Levl, Elie Wlese[, Gunther Grass and others.
Tutor: Phlllp Lyons

4th - 6th  ME[y
WHAT A LIBERTYI

A weekend course which  will  offer a general  introduction to  new
ways of doing theology within what is called the Third World

Leaders: Dr. N®rmah S®lom®h and Dr'. R.S. Sugitharajah
Both from  Selly Oak.

For further details apply to:
THE COUF`SE  SECF}ETARY,  THE AMMERDOWN  CENTF`E

BADSTOCK,  BATH  BA3 5SW,  ITel.  0761  33709)

MANOR  HOUSE
BOOKS

80  EAST  END  ROAD  LONDON  N3
tel:  01.349.9484

THE  LARGEST  SELECTION  OF  JEWISH
BOOKS  IN  NORTH  LONDON  including:

LITERATURE,     HISTORY,     BIBLE,     RABBINICS,

HASSIDISM,  HOLOCAUST,  jEWISH  ART,
lsRAEL  INTEREST,  COOKERY,   FESTIVALS,

CHILDREN'S  BOOKS  etc.
Also:  BARGAIN  BOOKS,  CARDS  &  GIFTS,

JUDAICA  &  JEWISH  CRAFTS,  ANTIQUE
PRINTS,  SECONDHAND  BOOKS.

OPEN
Sun  9.30am -2.00pm

Mon-Thurs  lo.00am -4.00pm
Fri  lo.00am -1.00pm

1989 CATALOGUE
NOW AVAILABLE
QUALITY  S/H  BOOKS  WANTED

BEST  PF{lcES  PAID
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Motorcycle document delivery throughout
Greater London/Surrey/Middlesex
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Telex: 894875 Fax: 01-540 8217

618 Kingston  Road,  London SW20 8DN
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CARDIFI.  -  LONDON
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KEEI)GE
THE  JEWISH  RESPONSE T0  JEWISH  REFUGEES

Caesar Aronsfeld

THE  50TH  ANNIVERSARY
of the outbreak of Hitler's war
revived memories of the Jew-

ish   refugees   for   whom   no   room
could  be  found  at  the  inns  of  the
world.   For  the  world  was  divided
into  countries  in  which  Jews  could
not  live  and  countries which  would
not   admit   them.    It   is    a   heart-
rending    story    marked    by    such
hideous   episodes   as   that   of   the
German ghost ship Sf Lowz.s, sailing
the  seas  without  finding  a  port  at
which to unload its homeless cargo.

But the refugee's lot has another
dimension,  as  I  discovered  when  I
came   to   England   in    May    1933.
When  the  not  too  friendly  immig-
ration officer at Harwich  asked me
why  I  had  come  and  I  replied with
truth -though not the whole truth -
that  I  wanted  to  improve  my  En-
glish,   he   immediately   seemed   to
suspect a typically undesirable alien
as  he   replied:   What  did  I  mean?
Did I think they did not know what
was going on  in  Germany? Though
somewhat  unnerved  by  the  gruff ,
aggressive  tone,  I  was  faintly  glad
he knew,  though if he knew,  might
he    not    have    been    a    little    less
unfriendly? But this thought did not
occur  to  me  until  some  time  later.
Now I was pleased he let me off on
a month's probation.

I then registered with the recently

established  Jewish  Refugees  Com-
mittee where I took the opportunity
of  enquiring  on  behalf  of  a  Berlin
friend  about the  chances  of settling
in England.  I was told by one of the
chiefs that my friend would be wise
to  think  of some  other place,  since
England    was    not    a    country    of
immigration.  I  made  a  note  of  this
advice  and  in  due  course  began  to
wonder   what   I   was   doing   here.
After  a  while   and   some   study,   I
discovered    that    the     Committee
chief's   advice   had,   as   it   were,   a
tradition.  Jewish immigrants and/or
refugees   are   not   necessarily   wel-
come   to   the   native   Jews   of   any
particular  country.  Theodor  Herzl
referred to this tradition in his book
7lfec Jcw.sfe Sfczfe where he speaks of
a `secret grievance' of resident Jews
whose  charity  consists  in  `founding
emigration  societies  for  immigrating
Jews'.

It  is  indeed  an  old  story.  When
the   refugees   from   Spain   reached
Italy in 1492, they were barred from
most of the miscellaneous republics
and     duchies,     including     Genoa,
Venice   and   Florence.   The   Papal
states  were  also  slow  to  show  pity.
But the most determined resistance
was  offered  by  the  Roman  Jews,
who   were   greatly   concerned   that
any increase in their numbers would
bring evil  upon  the  community.  It

would,  they  feared,  threaten  their
security and Orthodoxy, as much as
their   continued   prosperity.    They
were so troubled that they collected
money  to  obtain  from  the  Pope  a
ban   on   the   refugees'   admission.
Alexander     VI,      not      otherwise
known  for the  probity  of his  trans-
actions,   resented   this   attempt   to
bribe  him  -  so  much  so  that  he
ordered the expulsion of all Roman
Jews  and  only  another  large  sum,
an improved offer as it were, would
move    him   to    revoke   this   cruel
decree,   with  the  proviso  that  the
Spaniards  must  now  be  allowed  to
settle. The Pope's imperfect acquain-
tance  with  the  ways  of  the  Jewish
world  was  revealed  in  his  remark:
`This    is    something    new.    I    had

always  heard  that  a  Jew  will  never
fail  to  take compassion  on  a Jew'.

The  Roman  Jews,  in  turn,  were
not   spared   a   taste   of   their   own
medicine. When a fierce outburst of
persecution  in  1787  forced  them  to
think  of  emigration  they,  says  the
historian  Cecil  Roth,  `with  pathetic
optimism  wrote  to  London  asking
for  advice'.   They   received  a   `dis-
couraging'  reply.

In    England    the    `discouraging'
practice   was   already   evident   100
years earlier, soon after the Resettle-
ment under Cromwell. The relative-
ly well to do Scpfeczrdj.in viewed with
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dismay  the  arrival  of  foreign  Jews
less   affluent  than   themselves   and
thought   likely   to   endanger   their
own  not-too-secure  position.  They
were,  according  to  Roth,  `nervous
at the prospect of an influx of poor
Jews  from  overseas  whose  number
would  tax  their  slender  resources,
attract public attention and possibly
undermine  the  grudging  toleration
that  they  had  won  in  the  country.
At  intervals,  therefore,  they  took
steps,    sometimes    in    conjunction
with  the  City  authorities,  to  check
the  tide  of immigration  of persons
unable to support themselves'.

Some  were  immediately  shipped
back  to  Holland  or  Germany.  The
wardens of Duke's Place Synagogue
took   a   particularly   dim   view   of
those  destitute  co-religionists  who
had  `left  their  country  -  Poland  -
without   good   cause'.   They   peti-
tioned  the  Home  Office  to  restrict
the  immigration  of such  foreigners
and orders were issued accordingly.
The  Lord  Mayor  of London  made
his own contribution by offering all
needy  Jews  wishing  to  return  free
passes to the sea ports.

The  sad  tale,  here  enacted  on  a
small   scale,   assumed   larger   pro-
portions   100  years   ago   when   the
refugees  from   Tsarist  persecution
arrived.   Thousands   were   able   to
settle here and their story, including
their  contribution  to  British  life  in
general and Anglo-Jewry's in parti-
cular, is well known. The Temporary
Shelter  was   always   open   and   the
commands of tscdczkcz (charity) were
not  neglected.   Great  efforts  were
made  to  Anglicise  the  immigrants
and  to  discourage  any  segregation
in  Eastern-style  cfrcvrof  (commun-
ity)   and   cfeczdczrz.77t   (schools).   The
United  Synagogue  endeavoured  to
bring  about  a  Uniform  Synagogue,
even when the immigrants showed a
preference    for    a    Federation    of
Synagogues. This, in large measure,
was due to the frustration that many
of  them  encountered  with  a  com-
munity   which,    according   to    the
Anglo-Jewish  scholar Lucien Wolf ,
`found    itself   confronted    by    two

perils:  In the first place,  the rush of
aliens   threatened   to   swamp   and
transform  the  high  English  charac-
ter   of  the   community   which   had
grown   and   formed   itself   through
nearly  two  and  a  half  centuries  of
tranquil   and   honourable   history.
And  in  the  second  place,  the  un-
English  characteristics  of  the  new-
comers  were  calculated  to  imperil
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the  happy  relations  of  the  English
Jews   with   their   Christian   fellow-
citizens'.
Accordingly, they were not encour-
aged to remain in England. Leaders
of Anglo-Jewry, the Jct4;I.sfe  Cfero#z.-
cJe  reported  in  1891,  such  as  Lord
Rothschild,    Sir   Julian    Goldsmid
and Samuel Montagu, `took counsel
together with the object of diverting
as   far   as   possible   any   stream   of
Russian emigration that might set in
towards England'.  This was said to
be a policy that had `always guided
the leaders of the community'.

A.R.  Rollin,  the Jewish historian
who  made  a  special  study  of these
events,   thought  the   arrivals   from
the  East were  generally considered
inferior  beings  who  might  degrade
Anglo-Jewry.  In  an  effort  to  `pre-
vent   any   increase   in   the   Jewish
quarters of London where practical-
ly living room is not to be found and
where  labour  is  so  poorly  remun-
erated',  the Jewish  Board of Guar-
dians, the main agency dealing with
the immigrants, felt the `only relief'
they   could   offer   in   1900   was   to
`assist people arriving here to return

to  the  countries  they  had  left'.   It
took several years before some sort
of a balance was achieved.

Much   the   same   is   true   of  the
situation  in  Germany  and  Austria,
where  Jewish  leaders  found  them-
selves beset by the  Osf/.ztdc# - East
European  Jewry  -  problem  which
has remained as the classic model of
the   Jewish   refugees'   predicament
among   their   own   people.   I   still
vividly  remember  my   landlady  in

ithe  East  End  telling  me  how  Ger-
man  Jews  tried  to  get  rid  of  the
Russian  arrivals  by providing them
with  tickets  for  a  boat  from  Ham-
burg to just anywhere  so  long  as  it
was away from Germany -whereby
they   probably,   inadvertently,   did
them a favour.  I would now under-
stand,  she  added,  what  it was  like,
having been made homeless myself .
Elsewhere  I  heard  similar  stories,
with a faint, if all-too-human, under-
tone    of   something    like    Scfeczcze#-

#cztde. In our time, the chief of West
German Jewry, Heinz Galinski, has
supported,   however  reluctantly,   a
halt  to  Soviet Jews'  immigration  in
West Berlin.

These  Jews  of  course   are   not,
strictly   speaking,    refugees.    They
were   not    forced    to    leave    their
homes.  In  fact  the  Soviet  Govern-
ment would have liked them to stay
and for whatever reason welcomed

their return. Their emigration consti-
tuted no problem, except in figures,
but more recently their immigration
elsewhere   has   done.   In   America,
strong currents  have  begun  to  opp-
ose it on the grounds that too many
are  coming,  that  religious  motives
could   not   be   'distinguished   from
political    ones,    though    this    may
seem  irrelevant,  that  -  rather  un-
likely   -   KGB    agents   might   be
hidden   among   the   migrants   and,
most    surprisingly,    that    America
cannot  cope  with   the   number  of
applications  and  does  not  have  the
money to accept them all. They are
instead   to   be   diverted   to   Israel,
where few of them want to go. This
unusual development in US immig-
ration policy has been supported by
Israel  which  may  or  may  not  have
suggested it.

Understandably,   the   policy   has
embarrassed a good many US Jews
who  traditionally  uphold  the  free-
dom of immigration. By contrast, it
may seem  attractive  to other coun-
tries.  After  this  notable  precedent,
they,   too,   may   feel   tempted   to
plead difficulties which would leave
Israel  as  the  only practical  alterna-
tive. Thus, after 100 years, Theodor
Herzl would receive an unexpected
answer   to   his   severely   rhetorical
question:   Will   the   existence   of  a
Jewish    State    make   governments
say,  now  you  have  a  land  of  your
own, go there? The question would
not  now  apply  to  Jews  established
in any one country but it may come
to apply to Jews seeking admission.
Such  are  the nasty  tricks for which
history is,  alas,  notorious.

However,  inasmuch  as  the  new
American   policy   is   favoured   by
some .of the big US Jewish organis-
ations,    they    will    repeat,    albeit
against    a    very    different    back-
ground, the experience of the 1890s
when the American Jewish authori-
ties  were  by  no  means  pleased  at
the prospect of a large immigration.
America  may  have  offered  to  re-
ceive  Europe's  `homeless,  huddled
masses yearning to breathe free', as
the Statue of Liberty proclaimed in
the  idealistic  poetry  of  the  Jewess
Emma    Lazarus    but    in    practice
things  looked  different.  The  repre-
sentative   Board   of   Delegates   of
American      Israelites      no      more
favoured  a  large  immigration  into
the    New    World    than    did    their
European   brethren   into   the   Old.
They  were  cautious.  They  did  not
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want  whole  families,  for  example.
They  took  care  to  specify  certain
categories  -   unmarried   men   and
skilled labour. They feared an indis-
criminate   influx   `might  jeopardise
the  Jewish  position  in  the  United
States, .
These  fears  were,  throughout,  the
main    motives    in    the    restrictive
handling  .9f   the   refugees'   move-
ment.  `We  must  not  allow  matters
to  come to  the pass where we  may
be     accused     of     fostering     anti-
Semitism',    wrote    Veneziani,    in
1852,    the   famous   agent   of   the
Ere;ch Alliance  Israelite  Universel-
/e,  who  played  an  outstanding part
in  this  chapter  of  modern  Jewish
history.  He  was  thinking  first  and
foremost of Germany  and Austria,
but   he   saw   the   problem   every-
where,   though   least   of   all   then
perhaps in the USA. That is why he
thought  that  `refugees  must  not  be
allowed to go wherever they wished
but rather be sent to America' -or,
at that early stage, back to Russia.

But  if  fear  of  anti-Semitism  was
much in the minds of Jewish leaders
in those years a century ago, it was
even   more   so   in   our   time.    A
characteristic  example  was  presen-
ted  by  the  heads  of South  African
Jewry  during  the  Hitler  war  when
faced  by  anti-Semitic  charges  that

they  had  helped  Jewish  victims  of
Nazi persecution to  find a home in
South Africa. If this were true, they
declared,  they  would  have  nothing
to  explain   away.   As  it  was,   they
insisted,    `the    Jewish    community
scrupulously   refrained   from   such
efforts because it knew that,  in the
existing political set-up , such activi-
ty would be  eagerly seized upon in
order   to   fan   the   flames   of  anti-
Semitic prejudice'.
Whether  this  kind  of appeasement
was,  or  ever  is,  a  wise  policy,  is  a
different matter. It has never been a
successful    policy,    for    the    anti-
Semite   never   was,   or   could   be,
appeased.    On    the    contrary,    he
would turn the tables by pretending
that some Jews who may or may not
have  refused  to  stand  up  for  their
brethren were in fact on his side. As
likely  as  not,   he   simply  invented
them.  The  claim  was  made  by  the
South African Nationalists when in
1937 they introduced a Bill to limit
Jewish immigration. They were un-
able   to   name   any   of   the   `many
prominent   Jews   in   this   country':`Preserve   us   from   the   extremist

Jewish   and  gentile  friends   of  the
refugees'.

More recently, the fate of Jewish
refugees came up in  a larger, more
sombre  perspective  when  a  private
commission o£. prominent American
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Jews, including rabbis, jurists, poli-
ticians, began to study what Jewish
groups  in  the  US  did  to  save  Jews
during  the  war.  It  was  tentatively
found that `the Jewish leadership in
America   at   no   stage   decided   to
proclaim  total  mobilisation  for res-
cue'.  The  finding  was  attacked  by
the  organisations  representing  the
establishment,   i.e.   the   American
Jewish   Committee,   the  American
Jewish   Congress   and   the   World
Jewish   Congress.   They   held   that
`the Jewish community was relative-

ly powerless'  and, in any case, they
argued,  to  apply  the  standards  of
the 1980s to events of the 1940s was
unfair.

The controversy , still smouldering,
is unlikely to be settled one way or
another. As so often, while broadly
the facts may not be in dispute, it is
their  assessment  and  interpretation
that  will   be   the   crux.   Much   the
same  will  apply  to  any  verdict  on
the   age-old   predicament   of   the
Jewish    refugees'    encounter   with
their  own  more fortunate  brethren
-  to  some  extent  perhaps  even  to
their fate in the world at large.

Caesar Aronsfeld I.s a wrz.fer o# cor!fcmporczr}7
Jewish affairs, author of The Gt\osts_of \_49?...
Jewish  Aspects  Of  The  Struggle  for  Reli-
gious Freedom  in  Spain,1848-1976 ar]cZ The
Text  of  the  Holocaust:  Nazi  Extermination
Propaganda  1919-1945.
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THE CONVERT'S  TALE

Katy Gething

IN   THE   BEGINNING,   MY
sole  purpose  for  converting  to
Judaism was to marry Jonathan

whilst   causing   as   few   ripples   as
possible  in  his  family.  After  all,  it
seemed  so  easy  -  learning  a  few
prayers,    a    bit    of   Hebrew    and
coming   to   synagogue   once   in   a
while.  I didn't for one minute think
I  would  have  to  give  anything  of
myself. And it certainly didn't occur
to  me  that  I  might  gain  something
from the experience.

My   family   were   100   per   cent
happy  with  my  change  of  religion.
My mother had  been brought up  a
strict Catholic.  So when she married
my father who was a Methodist, her
family  disowned  her.  As  a  result,
my parents said they didn't think it
was  important  what  religion  I  was,
so  long  as  I  was  happy.  Anyway,
they all  think  the  sun shines  out of
Jonathan's backside.

I was and still am, very fortunate
that  Jonathan's  family  took  to  me
even  before  I  decided  to  convert.
The  only  hurdle  to  overcome  was
the    hostile    reception    from    his
grandmother.   When   she   realised
her  grandson's  relationship  with  a
gentile  was  becoming  serious,  she
totally   ignored   my   presence   and
refused point blank to attend Friday
night  supper  if  I  was  going  to  be
there.   However,   when   she  heard
that   I  was   going   to   convert,   she
promptly  changed  her  mind,  gave
me  a Star of David  and we are the
best   of  friends.   I   can   now   quite
understand and appreciate her ear-
lier  feelings.

At   the   commencement   of   the
course,   nothing   seemed   to   worry
me  that  much.  I  learned  what  was
required,    read    the    appropriate
books,  started  Hebrew lessons  and
only  suffered  attending  synagogue
because I thought I had to if I stood
any  chance  of  passing.  In  fact  for
me,   attending  synagogue  was  the
most  painful  part.  Everything  was
alien    to    me    and    this    somehow
stressed the fact that I didn't belong
with these people and their strange
language, strange songs and  rorczfe.

The course continued with Laura
Stern  once  a week.  As  part  of our
education,    we    had   to    read   the
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rcI#czcfo    (Bible)    cover    to    cover,
which  at  first  I  thought  somewhat
unnecessary. But, as I finished each
part,   especially   Genesis   and   Ex-
odus,    it    gave    new    meaning   to
certain     customs     and     traditions
which    before    then    seemed    just
another excuse  for making  a  lot of
fuss over nothing.

Occasionally,  we  all  congregated
for   what   was   termed   a   self-help
group   with   Bracha   Newman.   At
first we all thought it laughable - it
made   us   sound   like   a   bunch   of
alcoholics!   It  didn't  take  long  for
me   to    realise   that   these   group
sessions were invaluable - it gave us
all  a  chance  to  air  our  views  and
problems   and  reinforced   the   fact
that none  of us was  alone in facing
particular situations.
emotionally  and spiritually,  in  July
of this year, I felt I could not air my
feelings,  either  to  Laura  or  Rabbi
Newman    because    my    emotions
were  so  strong.   I  was  afraid  they
would  all  be  put  down  on  record
and  held  against  me  and  a  black
mark     awarded    for    my    hostile
thoughts.

When  I  look  back  at  that  time,
I'm  sure  there  were  a  number  of
contributing factors for my state of
mind.    Jonathan   and   I   had   just
moved   into   a   very   old   house   in
urgent  need  of repair  and  had just
set  the  date  for our wedding.  And
with the studying, classes and syna-
gogue,  I felt I didn't have any time
left   for   myself.   I   also   had   guilty
feelings about spending less and less
time with my own family. It seemed
as though Jonathan's family insisted
upon  our  attendance  every  Friday
night and on  every festival  because
that's  what  they  had  always  done.
And  I  was  not  allowed  to  come  in
and   disrupt  their  tradition.   I  felt
very   rebellious   towards   everyone
and  everything.  Jonathan  was  still
occasionally  slipping  up  on  a  few
things   in   Judaism   that   I   felt   he
shouldn't, particularly when he was
putting  me  through  all  this.  After
all,  look  at  what  a  heroine  I  was,
giving up my life so that he and his
family should have peace of mind. I
wanted  everyone  to  say  how  mar-
vellous  I  was.   During  that  time  I
fought an inner conflict, refusing to
be engulfed and taken over.  I felt I
was  losing  my  own  personality.   I `
rejected  everything  about  Judaism
at  that  time  and  would  not  attend
synagogue  or Friday night suppers.

I  don't  know exactly what it was

that  stopped  me  from  pushing  the
self-destruct   button   but   a   change
seemed   to   happen   during    yon
Kippur.

It was exactly a year to the day of
my   first   visit   to   synagogue   and
during the day I had time to reflect
on how different it had been for me
a year ago.  I remembered how self-
conscious  and  unsure  I  had  been
and  how  I  had  not  really  partici-
pated in the service.  None of it had
held any meaning for me then, even
though   I   had   fasted.   I   felt   very
aware   of   not   being   able   to   sing
Hebrew  songs  and join  in  with  the
rest of Jonathan's family.  His uncle
and aunt had come with us  as they
were   both   members   of   Finchley
Reform.

This year was markedly different.
I  knew  what  the  day  represented
and  even  though  I  had  fasted  the
previous     two     years,     this     year
strangely enough was a real struggle
- I felt alternately hot and cold and
very  faint  and  dizzy,  when   I  had
been perfectly alright on those past
occasions.   It   was   as   though   God
was  telling  me  that  this  is  what  it
was   all   about   and  there   may  be
bigger struggles ahead but now was
the  time  to  choose  and  that  some-
how, making the right choice would
be worth  it.

Towards   the   conclusion   of   the
yon  Kz.ppzJr  service,  Rabbi  New-
man  described  the  closing  of  yon
Kz.ppwr    as    being    similar    to    the
closing of a door - I felt a real sense
of  panic.   I   looked   at   Jonathan's
aunt    and   uncle   who    had    again
accompanied   us   and   they   smiled
and winked at me. I took in the rest
of the congregation - by now I was
famili.ar with quite a few faces. How
different this was from a year ago.

I sudddenly felt completely over-
come  by  emotion   and   had   to   sit
down. I was surprised, embarrassed
and completely taken  aback  by the
sudden warmth I felt towards these
people,   some   of   whom   I   hardly
even    knew.    I    realised    that    we
shared a common  bond and in  that
moment I was certain,  without one
single doubt, I did want to be a part
of  these  people  and  more  impor-
tantly,   I   realised   that   I   was   not
converting  to  make  life  easier  for
Jonathan. I was doing it for myself.

Kzrty Gething was born in Barnet in 1961.  She
works in central London as personal assistant
to   the    managing   director   of   a   property
consultant and surveyors  company.
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THEY LOOKED FOR HORNS

Jonathan Romain

`EVERY TIME I HEAR Vera
Lynn      singing      `Goodnight
Children Everywhere' , I see a

forlorn  11-year-old curled up in the
corner of a strange bedroom hiding
tears behind the pages of  7lfee B/I"
F¢J.ry Book.  I don't think I ever got
over  that  unbelievable  loneliness'.
Thus wrote one of the million Brit-
ish children who were evacuated in
1939,       amongst      them       several
thousand Jewish  children.

The evacuation had been planned
by the government as early  as  1931
when   the   possibility   of  war   with
Germany   became   evident   and   it
was  considered  necessary  to  make
contingency plans for the defence of
the civilian population.

Altogether,        three        different
evacuations  took  place  during  the
war.   The   first   and   most   famous
occurred   on   lst   September   1939
and  scattered  children  from  urban
centres      into      the      countryside.
However,  the  `phoney  war',  which
lasted   until   May    1940,    and   the
absence   of  the   expected   German
bombing raids persuaded many pa-
rents  that  no  real  danger  existed.
As   a  result,   many  collected   their
children  and brought them home.

The     swift     German     advance
through France and the threat of an
invasion  of Britain  in  the  spring  of
1940  shattered  the  mood  of comp-
lacency   that    had   grown    up.    A
second   evacuation   occurred,   not
just of city children but also of those
in   coastal   areas  who   now   moved
inland. Almost half the urban popu-
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lation of East Anglia and two-thirds
of  those   living   in   Kent   resettled
elsewhere.

By   the   end   of   1943,   fears   of
invasion   had   receded   and   many
evacuees     again     headed     home.
However,   in   mid-1944   the   third
evacuation  began  when  the  `flying
bombs' -the V-1 and V-2 missiles -
brought  terror  and  devastation  to
the South-East.

The  children  about  to  be  evacu-
ated were an unforgettable sight - a
bulging   kit-bag   slung   over   their
shoulders carrying essential belong-
ings as well as `useful items' such as
anti-burn cream in case of bombing
attacks.     They    stood    holding    a
square  cardboard  box  containing  a
gas-mask,  obligatory  for  everyone
over five years old. Each had a label
attached to their lapel by string with
their    name    and    address.    Many
clutched  a  teddy-bear  or  doll  as  a
last minute addition.

Most enjoyed the fun and excite-
ment of meeting with school-mates,
being  marched  to  the  station  and
boarding trains to their new homes.
The  selection  process  at  the  other
end  was  often  much  less  pleasant.
They   stood   in   local   village   halls,
waiting  for  someone  to  pick  them
out  with  words  such  as  `1  like  the
look of that one' . Alternatively they
traipsed  around  the  streets  in  file
and  were  offered  to  householders
by the billeting officer as he knock-
ed on people's doors.

The    evacuation    produced    an
enormous social upheaval. Not only

were thousands  of children  scatter-
ed   across   the   country   but   differ-
ences  between  various  sections  of
the   population   were   revealed   for
the  first  time.   Town  and  country
mixed,   working-class   and   middle-
class were  thrust  together - to  the
mutual   surprise   of  all   concerned.
Particularly startling was the pover-
ty that was exposed:  many children
were  under-nourished,  came  from
primitive accommodation  and lack-
ed adequate footwear and clothing.

Concern at the way in which `the
other   half   lived'   was   one   of  the
factors  that  led  to  the  creation  of
the  Welfare  State  after  the  war.  It
also  directed  attention  to  the  im-
portance of the needs of children in
their   own   right,   rather   than   just
seeing  them   as   extensions   of  the
adult family.

In  addition  to  these  major  con-
sequences  for  the  nation  at  large,
the experience of those years was to
have  a traumatic effect on  many of
the    children    individually.    Living
with  strangers  and  deprived  of the
warmth  of their  own  family,  many
developed a sense of insecurity that
was to remain with them for the rest
of their lives. It had an even greater
impact    on    the    Jewish    children,
nearly  all  of whom  were  settled  in
non-Jewish   homes   and   so   faced
religious difficulties too.

In   many   cases,   particularly   in
rural  areas,  their  hosts  had  never
met a Jew before and the shock was
mutual.  There  were  numerous  ex-
amples   of   Jewish   children   being
examined  on  arrival  to  see  if  they
had   horns.    Ancient   superstitions
had survived unchallenged for cen-
turies in certain parts of the country.

In  some  cases  the  foster  parents
did  everything  possible  to  accom-
modate the Jewish requirements of
their  charges.  They  tried  to  learn
about  Judaism  and  they  took  the
children  to  the  local  synagogue  if
one was nearby.

Other families were antagonistic,
telling  the  Jewish  children  that  `it
was our fault that Jesus had died on
the cross. The war was our fault -it
was   a   direct   retribution   and   the
world was  going  to  end'.

It   should   be   remembered   that
some people were given little choice
as to whether they wanted to take in
evacuees.  If  they  had  a  spare  bed
they  were  deemed  eligible  by  offi-
cials  desperate  to  house  the  chil-
dren.

Nor  was  there  any  provision  for
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matching Jewish children with Jew-
ish   homes.   The  evacuation   forms
lacked   any   reference   to   religious
persuasion  as  the  government  be-
Iieved  that  the  emergency  did  not
leave  them  any  time  to  cater  for
individual  needs  and  desires.   The
only    concession    to    the   Jewish
community  was  that  school  admi-
nistrative offices were open on Sun-
days  for  those  parents  who  could
not  attend  midweek  and  had  reli-
gious scruples about going there on
Saturdays.

It   should   be   noted   that   other
religious   minorities   also   met  with
difficulties.   Many   Catholics  found
that their children were lodged with
non-Catholics,  given  meat  on  Fri-
days  or  were  even  taken  to  non-
Catholic churches.  There  were  fre-
quent complaints from the Catholic
hierarchy  in  Britain,  led  by  Cardi-
nal  Hensley,  concerned  about  the
detrimental  religious  effects  on  the
identity   and   education   of   young
Catholics.

Most of the Jewish children were
simply  expected  to  fit  in  with  the
general lifestyle of the household in
which they were staying. Thus some
attended Church services regularly,
even up to three times on a Sunday.
Others  were  introduced  to  Christ-
mas  celebrations  for  the  first  time
and found that they enjoyed  them.

The dietary laws suffered greatly.
Few  non-Jews  were  familiar  with
the  regulations  concerning  kosferztf .
Even  if  they  were  knowledgeable,
kosher  food   was   rarely   available.
Countless Jewish children had their
first taste of bacon and, whilst it was
eaten   nervously   to   begin   with,   it
soon lost its awesome connotations.

Sabbath   observance   also   lapsed
in   the   face   of  the   over-powering
influence of a totally gentile society.
But   for   the   letters   and   visits   of
parents,   most   children   would   not
have known even when the festivals
occurred.

At  the  same  time,  their  Jewish
identity    received    little    reinforce-
ment.    Jewish    organisations   were
depleted  by  those  called  away  to
war, including ministers who served
as    chaplains.    It    was    difficult   to
maintain   existing  communities,  let
alone   meet   the   needs   of  isolated
groups of evacuees scattered across
the  country.  There  was  not  even  a
central   register  of  the   location  of
the children.

The     Jewish     authorities     came
under  much  criticism  for  their  fat-
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lure    to    anticipate    the    problems
caused by  the  war and  to  cater for
them.   Symptomatic   was   the   fact
that, Ko/ IVz.dre services were cancel-
led   in    1939   because    synagogues
were unable to make adequate pro-
vision  for black-out facilities.

The   Chief   Rabbi,   Dr.   Joseph
Hertz, was accused of not providing
unequivocal  guidance  on  key  reli-
gious   questions   such   as   whether
those engaged in essential war-work
could   work   on   the   Sabbath   and
what compromises were permissible
with regard to kosher food.

Moreover,      divisions      between
Orthodoxy    and    Reform    caused
additional   difficulties.    The   Chief
Rabbi   objected   to   teachers   from
Reform   backgrounds,   leading   to
their   exclusion   by   the   Board   of
Deputies  from  its  scheme  for  edu-
cating evacuees. As a direct result a
meeting  was  called  of  all  Reform
synagogues   in   January   1942   to
discuss the  situation.  At this it was
decided  to  found  a  Reform  organ-
isation  linking the independent Re-
form  congregations.   This  was  the
birth    of    the    Associated    British
Synagogues,  later  to  be  known  as
the  Reform   Synagogues  of  Great
Britain.

Many   children   had   no   formal
Jewish  education at all.  Even  those
fortunate  enough  to  be near a reli-
gion  school  found  that  the  pre-war
pattern of intensive mid-week classes
had dwindled to  a Sunday morning
session    only.    Standards    dropped
and  less was  taught.

All   that   some   children   had   to
cling  on  to  were  half-remembered
prayers  said  with  their  parents  at
bed-time,  which  they  now  kept  up
themselves  as  one  of  the  few  links
with  home.

Even  greater  disruption  was  ex-
perienced   by   the   `Seavacs'   -  the
children      who      were      evacuated
abroad.    Altogether,    some    3,500
children were sent overseas -half to
Canada,   the   rest   to   the   U.S.A.,
Australia,   South   Africa   and  New
Zealand.    Amongst   them   were   a
number       of       Jewish       children,
although  no  special  provision  was
made   in   the   choice   of  their   new
homes.    The    comparatively   small
number of `Seavacs' was in part due
to    Churchill's    opposition    to    the
programme, which he regarded as a
sign  of defeatism.  It  came  to  a  halt
in  October  1940 following the sink-
ing   of   `The   City   of   Benares'   by
German  U-boats,  with  the  loss  of

256  lives.
Alongside  all   the  problems  en-

countered   by   the   children,   their
parents  faced  a  tremendous  dilem-
rna.      Although     evacuation     was
voluntary,  the government authori-
ties encouraged people to send their
children   out   of  `target   areas'   for
German  bombers.  What  were  par-
ents  to  do?  They  were  forced  to
choose  between  handing over their
children  to  the  care of strangers or
endangering  their  lives  by  keeping
them   at   home.   It   was   a   painful
decision.

When    the    evacuees    returned
home    they    did    not    always    re-
discover   the  Jewish   life   they   had
left.   Some   parts   of   the   country,
particularly  the  East  End  of  Lon-
don,   suffered   large-scale   destruc-
tion of homes and synagogues. The
war led to a massive exodus of Jews
from the East End, with some going
to  new  Jewish  communities  in  the
suburbs.   Others   disappeared   into
non-Jewish   areas   and   assimilated
totally.

The  effect of the  evacuation  was
two-fold.   It   disrupted   the   Jewish
education  of a whole generation  of
children,    many    of   whom    never
made  up  for  it  later.   It  also  pre-
sented  a  challenge  to  the  authority
of Jewish  tradition  in  their eyes.

As   one   girl    recalled,    "In   the
foster  home  I  learned  to  eat  pork
and  I  developed  a  real  taste  for  it.
What  I  got  out  of  that  experience
was   that   I   learned   to   say   `1   can'
rather than  `1  cannot".

The   result   was   that   those   chil-
dren's attachment to Jewish life was
seriously    weakened.    When    they
grew up, a sizeable percentage mar-
ried non-Jews and were responsible
for the  sharp  rise  in  outmarriage  in
the  1950s.  Those who stayed within
communal  life  found  that  they  had
little  Jewish  knowledge  to  pass  on
to  their  children  and  compounded
the  process  of assimilation.

The  toll  caused  by  the  war-years
is  well-documented:   the  deaths  at
the  battle front  and  the  devastation
of cities at home.  Often forgotten is
the  cost  to  the  children  who  lived
through that time.  Many were dep-
rived of a normal Jewish childhood.
It was to have a critical effect on the
future of Anglo-Jewry.

Rabbi  Jonathan   Romain   z.I  f4c  mz.#!.s/cr  o/
Maidenhead  Synagogue.  A  gi.adua[e  of  Leo
Baeck  College,  he  is  the  author  of The  Jews
of  England.
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HESE TWO PHOTOGRAPHS,
together  with  our  cover  picture,
were taken by a German soldier.

In     the     early     thirties,     Joseph
Heydecker  served  a  photographic
apprenticeship.   He   came   from   a
liberal   German   family   who   emi-
grated  to  Brazil  before  World War
11 in order to escape from the Nazis
-though not for `racial' reasons.  In
1937, Heydecker acted as agent for
his  parents'  business  and  went  all
over Poland  arranging  to  show  the
ft+in Pope  Plus  XI  Speaks  To You.
In the course of this he met and was
entertained by many Jewish families.
In  1941,  having  by  this  time  been
called   up   and   transferred   to   a
propaganda   unit   because   of   his
photographic training, he arrived in
Warsaw and decided - innocently -
to  look  up   an   old  Jewish  friend.
Incredibly,  though  the  friend  had
been  `relocated',  the  old  system  of

registering     addresses     still     func-
tioned.  Heydecker  took  a  taxi.  He
arrived  at  a  road-block  and  a  high
brick   wall   -  the   entrance   to   the
Warsaw  Ghetto.

The  Warsaw  Ghetto  was  forbid-
den  territory to most  Germans  and
Poles.   In   normal   times   it   had   a
population   of  about   160,000   but,
because  of  the  war,  its  population
had  swelled  to  320,000  and  would
rise to  over 400,000  before  typhus,
starvation and ultimately deportation
to the death-camps were to wipe out
all  but  the  last  50,000  or  so.  These
last  remaining  Jews  put  up  extra-
ordinary   armed   resistance   to   the
Germans  in  the  legendary  Ghetto
uprising.

Although   he   would   have   been
court-martialled     if    caught,     Hey-
decker  made  several  trips  into  the
Ghetto  to  record what  he  saw.  He
did  manage  to  find  the  old  friend.

Together with two colleagues in his
photographic   unit,   he   developed
the  films  and  kept  them.  In  1945,
Heydecker   showed   them   to   the
Americans;  to  his  knowledge,  the
first  eyewitness  account  given  by  a
German.

Heydecker  kept  his  films  for  40
years  before  eventually  deciding  to
publish  them.  The  reason  for  this,
we  are  told,  was  his  own  sense  of
guilt   and   shame   at   having   done
nothing  to  stop  the  slaughter.  The
photographs  will  appear  in  a  book
in February  and will form the basis
of  an  exhibition  to  be  held  at  the
Sternberg Centre during Marchl

The   Warsaw   Ghetto..   A   Wartime
Photographic    Record   by    Joe   I.
Heydecker, with an introduction by
Heinrich  Boll,  I.8.   Tauris  &  Co.
Ltd.,  London,1990  (£19.95)
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STUDENTS AT THE MZLNOR HOUSE:

REACHING OUT TO STUDEI\lTS

Satmah  holds  vacation  seminars  and  Fri-
day night programmes  for university and
college   students   as   well   as   offering   a
Jewish Book Club and a professional coun-
selling service.  A full time  Student Activi-
ties Co-ordinator works closely with Prog-
ressive  Jewish  Students,  visits  campuses
and co-ordinates the work of the Progres-
sive Chaplaincy service,

If you want to know more about Satmah or
would like to be added to the mailing list,

please write to:
YonlLi Lachmarm

Satmah
REE:POST

London N3 2BR
or telephone him on 01-346 2288
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MAIRNA
Theologvyswpplemenl

MODERN  TRENDS  IN

JUDAISIVI
THEIR  DIVERSITY AS  REFLECTED  IN

THE  DIALECTICS  OF  FAITH  AND WORKS
Th.is p_apfr is Pase^d yp?n a lectl!re ¢divere4 .d_uri!bg thf ChristianlJewish sanmer school Of the Episcopal Academy of
the Bishopric of Aachen on the themf gf `F.aith and vyorks _in Judaism and Christianitj' , frown 8 t6 13 July 1988.

It has been translated from the German.

IHAVE  CHOSEN  JUDAISM
in North America as a starting
point    for    my    observations,

since in no other country - and that
includes the State of Israel - do the
different modern `wings' of Judalsm
enjoy so  many possibilities  for  de-
velopment and movement as in the
United  States  of  America.  There,
too,  the  greatest  number  of  Jews
that have ever lived together in one
country may be found.

To    take    one    example,    even
though  Reform  Judaism  began  in
nineteenth-century   Germany  it  is
nevertheless  in  America  that  the
centre  of Reform  Judaism  is  now-
adays to be found, while sadly -for
reasons   which   are   all   too   well
known - in present-day  Germany,
with  the  exception  of  one  Liberal
synagogue in West Berlin,  there is
no   longer   any   organised   Liberal
Judaism. The same may be said for
Conservative  Judaism,   which  also

Jakob I.  Petuchowski
originated in Germany in the nine-
teenth   century   and   flourished   in
America,    without    this    religious
stream  having  established  itself  in
the   synagogues   among   the   Jews
who live in Germany today.

It   is   thus   not   American   local
patriotism that leads  me to  choose
the   American--scene   in   order   to
present the contemporary trends in
Judaism but simply the fact that all
these   trends   may  be   met   within
America,  that  the  main  trends  -
Orthodox,   Conservative   and   Re-
form - are numerically more or less
equal  and  that  (in  contrast  to  the
situation in Israel)  the government
does  not  put  any  obstacles  in  the
way  of  the   non-Orthodox   move-
ments.

We  begin  our  account  with  Re-

form Judaism, since it was the first
modern `wing' of Judaism to arise in
order  to   offer   to   those  Jews   in
Western   countries,   who   had   se-
cured  equal  rights  and  who  were
participating  in  Western  culture,  a
form  of Judaism  which  was  not  in
conflict with their way of life. It was
a Judaism which found values in its
religious  `traditions  -   albeit   in   a
modernised    form.    This    Reform
Judalsm  distanced itself quite  con-
sciously,   on   the   one  hand,   from
uncritically accepting the entire cor-
pus of traditional laws and customs
and,  on  the  other,  from  the  then
growing  and  ever  more  intrusive
tide of indifferentism.

Reform Judaism - the name was
later,  in  Germany  at  least,  to  be
monopolised  by  the  radical  wing,
while     the     moderate     tendeney
adopted  the  term  `(religious)  libe-
ral'  -  began   as  a  movement  for
liturgical renewal. The Jewish divine



service, which had been aesthetical-`
1y  somewhat  neglected  throughout
centuries   of  anti-Semitic  persecu-
tion,  was  to  be  recast  in  a  form
which would be both dignified and
devout. The service was shortened,
in that repetitions,  which occurred
frequently in the traditional service,
and prayers which seemed alien to
modern    religious    consciousness,
were omitted.  A regular sermon as
well as sorie prayers in the vernacu-
lar were introduced, although with-
out displacing Hebrew as the princi-
pal language of the service in most
German Liberal synagogues.  Chor-
al  singing  and organ music  accom-
panied this  service  and great  store
was set by propriety and decorum.

The  Jews,   who  initiated   these
reforms,  had  no  intention  of  re-
forming the Jewish religion as such.
They  believed  indeed  that  the  re-
forms  which  they  had  introduced
could be justified from the sources
of rabbinical Judaism. It was simply
a  matter  of beautifying  the  divine
service    and    nothing    more.    Or
czJ777osf  nothing  more.  If  one  does
not understand Hebrew, it is quite
possible    to    rattle    off    Hebrew
prayers without having any idea of
their contents. However, if one has
a Jewish prayer book together with
translations and prayers in the vcr-
nacular, then doubts creep in as to
whether one  actually beJz.et;es what
these  prayers  express.  And  if  one
does  72of  believe  it,  then  how  can
one tell untruths before  God?  For
example,  if  Jews  in  Berlin,  Ham-
burg,  Cincinnati or New York feel
settled and at home in their native
cities,   can   they   then  -  as   their
oppressed ancestors used to - con-
tinue to appeal to God to lead them
as  quickly  as  possible  out  of their
`exile'   into   the   `promised   land'?

And if these Jews feel quite content
with their prayer service, can they,
sfeoz{/cZ they ask God to reintroduce
animal sacrifice to Jerusalem?  The
reformers answered questions such
as  these  in  the  negative  and  the
liturgy was amended accordingly.

Naturally this aroused the oppo-
sition   of  those  who   had   already
resisted the purely external changes
in the service and who now spoke out
against any diminishing of tradition.
The reformers were now obliged to
consider   their  position   as   far   as
tradition was concerned and so be-
gan the second phase of the Judaic
Reform movement,  the  I.deoJogz.caJ
phase.  At this point, widely differ-

ing  opinions  surfaced.  There  were
reformers   who   recognised   God's
revelation  solely  in  the  Bible  and
who  rejected  the  rabbinical  tradi-
tion   as   a   mere   human   creation.
Others made distinctions within the
Bible itself . Only the ethical part of
:the Biblical law was divine; the so-.
called  ceremonial  law  was  human
and so was sul)ject to change as the
times themselves  changed.  Finally,
the Jewish reformers  had to  come
to terms with Biblical criticism and
accept  modern views  of evolution.
This  led,  on  the  one  hand,  to  the
view that Man had had  a share in
the writing of the Bible and on the
other to the recognition that God's
voice was also to be heard in tradi-
tional  rabbinical  literature.   From
now  on  there  was   a  belief  in  a
`progressive revelation'. In practical
terms,  the  Reform  Jew  can  make
his  own  selection  of  customs  and
observances from a millennial tradi-
tion, so as to meet the needs of his
own  religious  life.   Congregations,
too, diverge in the greater or lesser
degree with which they cling to the
raditional form of the divine service.

Other  departures  from  tradition
were the transformation of the be-
lief in resurrection  into  a belief i.in
the immortality of the soul, in the
replacement of a belief in the com-
ing of a personal Messiah by a belief
in  the  coming  of  a  messianic  age
and  in  the  concept  of  the  Jewish
people  as a world-wide community
of  faith  and  not  a  nation  in  the
moderri sense, which therefore  did
not yearn for a return to the land of
its    ancestors.    Classical    Reform
Judaism   consciously   rejected   the
ideology  of Zionism.  However,  in
the light of the destruction of Euro-
pean  Jewry  by  the  Nazis  and  the
establishment of the State of Israel,
the period since the Second World
War has seen a considerable reduc-
tion in the differences between Re-
form    Jews    and    Zionists,    even
though  this  reconciliation  has  not
yet been theologically fully thought
through.

Ih7hen  Reform  Judaism  arose  in
the  nineteenth   century,   it   called
forth  the  opposition  of  those  who
regarded  themselves  as  the  defen-
ders   of  tradition.   They   grouped
themselves   under   the   banner   of
Jewish      Orthodoxy      (so-called),
although  in  fact  the  name  Orffoo-
prczxz.s    would    have    been    more
appropriate, since, to begin with at
least, it was much more a question

of   correct   practice   than   correct
faith;   and  the  name   `Orthodoxy'
was  not  chosen  by  the  Orthodox
themselves.  They preferred  to  call
themselves `Tor¢fe-true' or `loyal to
the Law'.

The   Jewish   Orthodoxy   which
arose   in   the   nineteenth   century
claimed to be at one with ffec Jewish
tradition  Of  all   ages,   which   goes
back to God, manifesting Himself on
Mount Sinai.  Since  all components
of this tradition have their roots in
the  divine  revelation,  men  do  not
have the right to pick and choose.
They  are all  equally binding,  in so
far as it is possible to observe them
-  eg.,   if  there  is  no  Temple  in
Jerusalem, one cannot bring animal
sacrifices there.  All the ceremonial
commandments were given by God
no less than the moral ones!

It is possible to accept this as a fair
statement of Orthodox teaching and
to respect it as such. From the point
of  view  of  scholarship,   however,
one  obtains  a  somewhat  different
impression.   The   Jewish   tradition
throughout   the   ages   was   J7of   as
monolithic      as      the      Ortho dox
claimed.  Two  thousand  years  ago
there  were  Sadducees  and  Phari-
sees, Essenes and other sects. In the
Middle  Ages  there  were  disputes
between  Karaltes  and Rabbanites,
Rationalists  and  Mystics.  Even  as
late  as  the  eighteenth  century  in
East European traditional Judaism,
Chasidim z[nd Miinaggedim a[coused
each other of heresy.  Indeed,  even
in the  line  of direct  descent which
leads   from   the   Pharisees   to   the
early rabbis and their later success-
ors, one may find very considerable
differences of opinion, both in doc-
trinal theology and in the interpre-
tation of the law.  The masterpiece
of rabbinical Judaism, the  T¢J77?ltd,
is  a  record  of  the  debates  which
lasted for centuries and which were
and still are carried on by mediaeval
and modern commentators.

It    is    impossible    for    modern
Orthodoxy to be at one with ¢JJ of
these divergent standpoints.  It was
therefore obliged to f eJecf from this
multi-layered  tradition.  The  selec-
tion  involved  accepting  as  binding
the thirteen articles of faith set out
by    Moses    Maimonides    in    the
twelfth century and recognising the
legal code compiled by Joseph Karo
in the sixteenth century, the Schz/J-
ch¢#  Arz4cfa,   as   the   authoritative
collection  of official religious  laws.
At the same time, it must be noted



that Maimonides himself i.73 fez.£ owe
fz.mc  was  accused  of heresy by the
old guard  and  that,  in his  day and
indeed later, his presentation of the
thirteen articles of faith was attack-
ed  as  being too  arbitrary.  Turning
to the Scfez{/chcz72 4rL!ch, this was in
the first place simply a work which
codified   the   religious   practice   of
those Jews  who  hailed from  Spaln
and Portugal. It was only when the
Polish rabbi, Moses Isserles,  wrote
a  commentary  which  declared  the
different   observances   of  Jews   in
Germany and Poland to be authori-
tative  that  this  legal  code  became
usable   for   the   entire   traditional
Jewish   community.   Even   so,   the
business   of   commenting   on   the
Sfez!/cfecz73  4rztch   has   continued  to
this  day,  because  of the  continual
demand for exegesis.  It is,  in fact,
very    difficult    to    crystallise    an
`orthodoxy' from the many facets of
Judaism.

Nevertheless,     the     Orthodoxy
which  was  born  in  the  nineteenth
century functioned then - and func-
tions  still  -  as  a  kind  of  counter
Reformation,  which  confronts  the
theory of evolution with the princi-
plc   of  tradition.   As   one   of  the
founders of this  Orthodoxy,  Rabbi
Samson  Raphael  Hirsch  of Frank-
furt (1808 - 1888) put it in his day,
modern times must be reformed by
the  ror¢fe,  not the  To7.¢fe by mod-
ern times.

Thus,   for  example,   Orthodoxy
retains the traditional Jewish prayer
book  unaltered,   the  language   of
prayer is exclusively Hebrew - even
though  the  ro/777zfd  and  the  Scfez£/-
chcz7i 4r%cfe  itself  (both  recognised
by Orthodoxy  as divinely inspired)
explicitly allow prayer in the verna-
cular. Organ accompaniment to ser-
vices  is  forbidden,  the  strict  rules
for the Sabbath dating from antiqui-
ty must not be relaxed, must indeed
be applied to unforeseen inventions
-  accordingly,   driving   a  car  and
switching  on  the  electric  light  are
forbidden on the Sabbath - and the
position  of women in religious  law
remains at the stage it had reached
in the Middle Ages.

Scholarly  study  of rabbinical  lit-
erature is for the most part taboo,
although  not  in  a//  Orthodox  cir-
cles,    since   discoveries   made   by
modern  scholarship  ill  accord  with
the     monolithic     conception     of
Orthodoxy.  Biblical  criticism is  re-
jected    on    principle,    since    the
methods   of  literary   criticism   are

applicable  only  to  %z€77c¢7z  writings,
whereas  the Bible is  dz.1;i.7®e!

However,   despite  these  crucial
points,  which  are  common  to  all
Orthodox  Jews,  there  are,  all  the
same,      considerable      differences
within Orthodoxy itself. There is no
agreement on whether and to what
extent adherents should participate
in  secular  cultural  life.  There  are
argumen-ts  about  whether  and  to
what   extent  -  even   outside   the
realm  of religion - common  cause
should be made with non-Orthodox
Jews.    And    although    Orthodoxy
nowadays,  like  the  Reform  Jews,
pays its respects to Zionism, it was
not  so   before   the   destruction  of
European  Jewry.  Here  and  there,
indeed,   there  was   a  synthesis  of
Orthodoxy  and Zionism but up  to
the Second World War the general
position  of  Jewish  Orthodoxy  to-
wards Zionism was the same as that
which  is  now` the  preserve  of  the
Orthodox  fringe  group  in  Jerusa-
len,   Ivefrorez.   Kczrfcz..   (1)   a   Jewish
state can  only be established when
God sends his Messiah and  (2)  co-
operation with non-Orthodox Jews
in  the  upbuilding   of  Palestine  is
forbidden  by religious  law.  As  has
been  sald,  this  is  today  a  minority
view.   The   majority   of  Orthodox
Jews   nowadays   sympathise   with
that   particular   branch   of   Israeli
Orthodoxy which is  organised  as  a
clerical party in the  State  of Israel
and which  supports  the policies  of
the right wing parties.

Between   Reform   Judaism   and
Orthodoxy,   Conservative  Judaism
arose in the nineteenth century.  It
considered   the   religious   law   as
binding  but  insisted  upon  the  fact
that    this    law    had    continuously
evolved  and  must therefore  go  on
developing    in    accord    with    the
changing circumstances of life. This
view  is  based  on  the  unreserved
acceptance of scholarly research in
the fields of Biblical and rabbinical
literature.

The  difference  between  Reform
Judaism  and Conservative Judaism
might perhaps be  expressed as fol-
lows:  in  Reform  Judaism,  a  good
reason  is  required  to  continue  the
observance of a traditional practice ;
in   Conservative  Judaism,   a  good
reason is demanded before a tradi-
tional   practice   is   abolished.   One
might  also  express  it  thus:  in  the
realm   of   theology,   Conservative
Judaism has much in common with
Reform Judaism;  as far as practice

all its support for the State of Isr-ael,
Conservative Judaism has never be-
come  so  Zionist  as  to  be  ready to
deny   the   legitimacy   of  Diaspora
Judaism  and to insist on the emig-
ration  of  all  Jews  to  the  State  of
Israel.

The same is true for Reconstruc-
tionism,    as   the   fourth   wing   of
American Judaism is  called.  Origi-
nally merely the left wing of Conser-
vative   Judaism,   Reconstructionism
has   become,   during  the   last   few
years,  an  independent  movement.
In  its   theology,   it  is   even   more
radical  than  Reform  Judaism.  Be-
lief  in  a  personal   God  has  been
abandoned.   God  is  the  power  of
good  in the world.  The belief that
Israel  is  God's  chosen  people  has
been  rejected  as  being  irreconcil-
able  with  the  democratic ideal.  In
contrast, its practice relies on tradi-
tional  customs - not  that  this  is  a
divine  commandment  but  because
these customs are  `folkways' of the
Jewish people and part Of its culture,
which  in  any  case  must  embrace
non-religious elements.

The average Jew - if there is such
a  person  -  will  notice  more  the
differences in practice than in theo-
logy   or  belief  among  these   four
tendencies. If a Reform Jew and an
Orthodox or  Conservative Jew  try
to   understand   one   another,   the
questions are more likely to be: `Do
you  eat  kosher  only  at  home,  or
when you eat out as well?' `Do you
smoke  on  the  Sabbath?'  `Do  men
and  women   sit  together  in   your
services?' and suchlike, rather than a
discussion of the different concepts
of  the  doctrine  of  revelation,  the

is concerned, with Orthodoxy. Thus
the  Conservative  divine service,  in
contrast  to  the  Reform  service,  is
for the most part in Hebrew; but the
liturgy  has  been  somewhat  short-
ened    and    amended,    men    and
women  sit  together  in  the  syna-
gogue,    organ    accompaniment   is
permitted, if not exactly cZc 7.i.grce#r,
women are not only admitted to the
quorum - Orthodoxy insists on ten
77?e73!  -  but  also,   in   Conservative
synagogues, act as cantors and rab-
bis,  a  step  which  Orthodoxy  will
probably never take.

Conservative Judaism has always
been on a good footing with Zion-
ism,  since right from the beginning
it  has  given  greater  weight  than
Reform Judaism and Orthodoxy to
the  part  played  by  the  peapJc  in
Judaism.  Nevertheless  and  despite



attributes of God, or eschatology.
In this the modern tendencies are

in  no  way  different from  classical-
rabbinical  and  mediaeval  Judaism.
In  these  earlier  times,  too,  there
was more discussion of `works' than
of `faith'.  `Faith',  it might be  said,
was  taken  for  granted,  since  with-
out it there would be no `works' to
discuss.

The   exposition   of  dogmas   and
doctrines  may  well  have  occupied
the  attention  of  a  Maimonides  in
the   twelfth   century   or   a  Joseph
Albo in the fifteenth, subsequently
to be accepted throughout most of
Jewry.  But it was the task of every
Jew  to   concern  himself  with  the
right way of carrying out God's law.
When,  in the seventeenth century,
Baruch   Spinoza  was   excommuni-
cated  by  the  rabbinical  authorities
in  Amsterdam,  the  charge  in  the
Bull  of  excommunication  was  not
Spinoza's  pantheism  but  that  the
heretic Spinoza had encouraged the
young people in the congregation to
cease  to  observe  God's  command-
ments.  His pantheism  could some-
how   or   other   have   been   over-
looked,   if  only  Spinoza  had  not
attacked  the   commandments   and
incited others not to observe them.

Nevertheless,  it  must  always  be
recalled  that  life  according  to  the
traditional  prescriptions  was  often
very difficult and entailed sacrifices.
In   times   of  religious   persecution
thousands were prepared to give up
their   lives   when   faced   with   the
choice between baptism or death. It
is  hardly  credible,   however,   that
someone would sacrifice his or her
life   merely   for  the   sake   of  not
working   on   the   Sabbath   or   not
eating  pork,  if  he  or  she  did  not
really  be/!.eve that it was  God who
was demanding this obedience. It is
still like this even to the present day
in   Orthodox   Jewish   circles.   The
Orthodox Jew, who lives in  a non-
Jewish society, must make financial
sacrifices  if  he  does  not  open  for
business on the Sabbath, if he has to
pay for Jewish schools  for his chil-
dren and if he has to pay more for
kosher   meat   than   his   Christian
neighbour  at  the  local  butcher's.
Seeing  that - outside  the  State  of
Israel  -  no  Jew  is /o7.ced  to  obey
Orthodox law, it follows that these
sacrifices    are    made    voluntarily.
They  are  made  because  belief  in
God is  a strong enough motive for
such sacrifices.

In   the   other   modern   Jewish

`wings',  emphasis also  seems to  be

placed on `works'. Of course, when
we speak of `works'  here we mean
not only the ritual  and ceremonial
rules  of Judaism  but,  to  no  lesser
degree,  the  moral  commandments
of the  ror¢fa.  So,  for  example,  in
Reform  Judaism,  while  ritual  pre-
scriptions   are   treated   somewhat
lightly,  particular  stress  is  laid  on
social justice.

This was already the case in 1885
in the declaration of the American
Reform rabbis, the so-called `Pitts-
burgh Platform': `In full accordance
with the spirit of Mosalc legislation,
which  strives  to  regulate  the  rela-
tion   between   rich   and  poor,   we
deem  it  our  duty to  participate  in
the great task of modern times,  to
solve,  on  the  basis  of  justice  and
righteousness,   the   problems   pre-
sented by the contrasts and evils of
the present organization of society'
[1].

Of  course,   this   should  not  be
taken  to   mean   that  it  was  only
Reform   Judaism   which   grappled
with  social  justice  but  rather  that,
for Reform Jews with their concep-
tion  of religious  ideals,  the  accent
lay on moral duties.  These are the
`works'   which   matter   to   Reform
Jewry.

Nevertheless,   it   looked   in   the
nineteenth century as though it was
Reform   Judaism   which   was   the
champion  of  `faith',  while  Ortho-
doxy was characterised by its hold-
ing on resolutely to all the usages of
the past.  One example will demon-
strate this.

According   to   Jewish   religious
law,  once a Jewish boy is thirteen,
and  a Jewish  girl  twelve,  they  be-
come  `of age',  in  other  words,  re-
sponsible for their own actions and
obliged to observe all religious com-
mandments. The boy becomes a Bczr
A4lz.£zi/ofe,  ie.,  son  of the  command-
ment,  and  the.girl  a  8¢£  A4ztzvczfe,
ie. , daughter of the commandment.
This  happens  quite  automatically,
whether the thirteenth  (or twelfth)
birthday  has  been  officially  cele-
brated in the synagogue or not.

Nowadays,  in  many  synagogues,
Bczr- or B¢f Adz.fzi/¢fe is celebrated in
public.  In  the  nineteenth  century,
only the boys enjoyed this honour.
The  Bflr  A4lz.fzt;¢fo  boy  is  `called'  to
the  ror¢fe,  and  he  reads  the pc7.I.-
cope  from  the  Prophets.  He  may
also  address  the  congregation  and
be  `blessed'  by  the  rabbi.  In  this
way   the   congregation   is   notified

that   this   young   man   is   now   an
`adult',   who   may   be   numbered
among the quorum for public divine
services.   From  now  on  he  is  re-
quired on working days to don the
phylacteries   -  fep7!z.%77  -   and   to
keep all the other Tor¢fe command-
ments.  But the  Bczr h4lz.fzt;czfe  boy is
%of required to  make  a  confession
of faith -at least, he did not have to
do so in the Jewish past. Nowadays,
even in some Orthodox synagogues,
a special prayer has been introduced
in which the B¢r Mz.fzi;czfe boy states
his  belief  in  One  God.  However,
the  influence  of  Reform  Judaism
can already be felt here.

In fact, in the nineteenth century,
Reform Judaism dispensed with the
Bar   A4lz.£zv¢fe   ceremony   in   many
places  altogether.  In  the  first  ins-
tance,  in  America  and  Europe  it
was  thought that thirteen  year-old
children were not `mature'  enough
to  count  as  adults.   Secondly,  the
Bczr  Adz.£zt;c!fe  ceremony  was  felt  to
be discriminatory against the female
sex,  since there was at the time no
public  Bcz£ A4z.fzi/aft  ceremony.  Re-
form  Judaism  then  created  a  new
ceremony,  in which  boys  and  girls
could     participate     equally,     and
which  did not  take place until  the
children  had  spent  sufficient  years
in a religion  school  and were mat-
ure enough to know what the Jew-
ish religion was all about.

It was probably no accident that
the name chosen for this new cere-
mony    was    `Confirmation'.    The
heart of the confirmation ceremony
was  a  confession  of  faith  by  the
children.  And they  were prepared
for  this  confession  of  faith  in  the
religious  school  with  the  help  of
textbooks which quite unashamedly
called themselves `Catechism of the
Jewish religion' or the like  [3].

There can be no dc;ubt that here
was   a   borrowing   from   Christian
churches.  For Orthodoxy,  this was
reason enough to reject this innova-
tion  totally.  (In  American  Conser-
vative   synagogues,   on   the   other
hand,   it   was   adopted   in   several
places in the nineteenth  and twen-
tieth centuries.)  This new confirm-
ation  ceremony with its  confession
of faith fitted exactly into the frame-
work    of    contemporary    Reform
Judaism just as it was Reform Juda-
ism - and  not  Orthodoxy - which
during the nineteenth century pub-
lished  statements  of belief such  as
the  already  mentioned  `Pittsburgh

Continued on page  17
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Platform'.   If,   before   the   emanci-
pation   of  the  Jews,   there   existed
something   like   a   Jewish   `773z./z.cw

piety',  in  which  one  could  live  in  a
Jewish    way    without    asking    too
many questions, since all one's Jew-
ish  neighbours  did  the  same,  then
following the exodus from the ghet-
to,   there  was   a   call  for  an   `indi-
vidual  piety'  -  both  terms  are  Leo
Baeck's  -  through  which  the  soli-
tary  Jew,  who  no  longer  lived  in  a
`Jewish  quarter',  might  know  wfry

he held on to such and such parts of
the tradition which had been  hand-
ed  down  but  let  others  drop;  and
this demanded both knowledge and
faith.

Thus   it   came   about   that   the
founders  and  adherents  of  Reform
Judaism  regarded  themselves  as  a
com77?c{#z.Jy  o//czz.ffe.  The  traditional
customs,   which   once   united   the
Jewish community in  `works',  were
no   longer   observed.   People   saw,
too,  in  the  `national'  phase  of Jew-
ish  development a  relic of the past,
that in the light of conscious univer-
salism  had  to  be  considered  as  an
outgrown standpoint. The one thing
which  still  united  Jews  was  a  com-
mom /czz.Jfe.  Therefore,  it  was  neces-
sary  from  time  to  time  for  faith  to
be  properly  defined;  and  children
brought  up  as  Jews  must  acknow-
ledge  their  Jewish  faith  before  an
assembled congregation, so as to be
worthy  to  enter  as  adult  members
the Jewish community of faith.

A glance at  Christian  church  his-
tory may be instructive at this point.
The  original  community  consisted
of  Jews,   who   saw   Jesus   as   their
Messiah.   These   Jewish   Christians
were  outwardly  united  by  a  com-
mom  peoplehood  and  loyalty to  the
rorofe.  They  had  no  need  of  dog-
matics.   Only   when   the   Christian
church    became    independent    of
Judaism, accepted non-Jews as con-
verts    without    circumcision    and,
under  the  influence  of Paul,  freed
itself from Jewish  religious law,  did
it  become  essential  to  define  pre-
cisely   what   the   Christian   faith   -
which   united   all   members   of  the
church -comprised. This process of
definition,   which   was   to   become
ever more  precise,  led  to  Christian
dogmatics,     which     set     definitive
boundaries     between    Christianity
and  Judaism  on  the  one  side  and
Paganism   on   the   other.   Whoever
believed  correctly  was  a  Christian.
Whoever didn't,  wasn't.
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Precisely   this   characterised   the
position  of  Reform  Judaism  in  the
nineteenth century.  If one was only
Jewish  because of one's Jewish  be-
liefs, then the faith simply had to be
defined  and  children  had  to  learn
just  what  were  these  principles  of
faith which separated Judaism from
other  religions.   And  thus  it  came
about that in the nineteenth century
Reform  Judaism  gave  the  impress-
ion  of being much  more  `dogmatic'
than Jewish  Orthodoxy, which nor-
mally  took  belief  for  granted  and
concentrated  its  efforts  on  `works'.
Thus  it  was  in  the  nineteenth  Gen-
tury.  However,  Judaism  is  a  living
organism;   and   no   living   organism
stands  still.

If   one    considers    the    state    of
affairs   today,   one   would   scarcely
take   Reform   Judaism   to   be   the
`knight   of  faith'.   The   attempt   by

Reform  Judaism  in  the  nineteenth
century   to   retain   the   wine   while
throwing   away   the   wineskin,    to
preserve the essential Jewish beliefs
without    the    accompanying    ritual
`works',   has  not   been   an   unqual-

ified   success.   Certainly,   one   may
still  meet  Jewish  `faith'  in  Reform
circles.   But,   unfortunately,   much
/ock   of   faith   as   well.   The   drive
towards    social    reform,    which    is
prompted   by   ethical   monotheism,
can  often  be  replaced  by  another
motivation,  if the principal desire is
the wish  to  change society,  and  not
the   desire   to   serve   the   God   of
ethical  monotheism.

Hans   Urs   von   Balthazar   once
wrote  about  `that  faithful  remnant
from   which   emerges,    ever   new,
liberal    -    and    eventually    wholly
secularised   -   Judaism'    [4].    That
caused grave offence to some Jewish
readers  at  the  time.  But  Balthazar
was right all the same -even though
he   perhaps   was   unaware   that   in
present-day  Reform  Judaism  there
were already rabbis who would ack-
nowledge  openly  their  atheism   or
agnosticism    and   that   the   official
attitude    of    Reform    Judaism    to
problems such as abortion or homo-
sexuality  owed  more  to  the  comp-
letely   secularised   ideology   of   the
political  left  than  to  the  sources  of
Judaism.  And  if,  in  contrast  to  the
Reform Jews of the nineteenth cen-
tury,  present-day  Reform  Judaism
is once  again  more  receptive  to  the
Hebrew    tongue    and    traditional
practices,  nevertheless  the  rc/z.g!.o#s
basis which  would  serve  to  link  the
holy  language  and  traditional  usages

with a belief in  God is for the most
part  lacking.  As  Reconstructionism
has  proved,  it  is  quite  possible  to
justify   the   Hebrew   language   and
ceremonies   for   non-religious   and
`nationalistic'  reasons.

If one looks /oday for the Jewish
knight  of faith,  then  he  is probably
to  be  found  in  Orthodoxy -  which
should  not  be  taken  to  imply  that
Orthodoxy  has  ceased  to  lay  stress
on  `works'.  All  the  same,  it  needs
considerable faith to lead an Ortho-
dox    Jewish    life    in    the    modern
world,  since  such  a  life can  be very
costly   and,   under  certain   circum-
stances,    inconvenient.     Neverthe-
less,  Orthodoxy  all  too  often  runs
the   danger   of   degenerating   into
palT\-halachism    (halachah    is    the
Hebrew  word for  law)  or  `religious
behaviourism'  as  that  great  thinker
of  Conservative  Judaism,  the  late
Abraham  Joshua  Heschel,  termed
it.   In  that  event,  religious  observ-
ance   becomes   so   automatic   and
mindless  that  it  has  scarcely  any-
thing  more  to  do with  God.

It  is   thus   that  the  present   day
`wings'  in Judaism  point the way to

a     dialectic     between     `faith     and
works'. However, no single tendency
in modem Judaism has a monopoly
of either `faith' or `works'.  Because
every  new  age  must  wrestle  afresh
with    the    problem    of   `faith    and
works', Judaism remains alive.
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THE FACE ON THE BACK
cover   smiles   out   at   you,   a
pipe  emerging from  the  long

scragglv  beard.  Yet  another  book,
The   Strife   Of  The   Spirit,  by   the
phenomenal Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz.
And  with  that  smile  come  memo-
ries that go back over twenty years
to  an  eight-month  stay  in  Jerusa-
lem.

It   coincided   with   the   Six   Day
War. Some years before I had made
the decision to become a rabbi  and
enter   Leo   Baeck   College.   I   had
caught religion with a bang - largely
influenced  by  Lionel  Blue  but  also
by a motley series of `teachers' who
had become  increasingly important
to   me.   I   was   on   a   `journey',   a
committed   `disciple'   in   search   of
further teachers at whose feet to sit.
The journey had led me to Jerusa-
lem.

I    wanted    a    Jewish    religious
teacher,  someone  who  could  pro-
vide  the  sort  of  personal  spiritual
guidance   I   wanted   but   within   a
more traditional Jewish framework.
I  was  greedy,  I  suppose,  and  in  a
hurry but I knew that there had to
be someone, somewhere.  Where to
begin?  I trotted off to  the  Hebrew
Union  College  and  asked  na.1.vely,
`Where   can   I   find   a   real   Jewish

teacher?'  `Ah',  someone  said,  `you
want Herbie Weiner'.

It  is  hard  to  remember what  the
Jewish world felt like some twenty-
two   years   ago.   The   explosion   of
publishing  in  Jewish  subjects  that
we can now almost take for granted
had   not   yet   begun.   Certainly   in
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England there was virtually no mar-
ket  for  such   things.   We  were,   if
anything,  proud of our Jewish illit-
eracy.     Even     the     extraordinary
growth  in  academic  Jewish  studies
that  has  created  over  six-hundred
university posts in America was still
to come - it had to await the revival
of Jewish ethnic consciousness after
the  Six Day War.  To  be  interested
in things Jewish, especially spiritual
or  mystical,  was  to  mark  someone
out,  particularly  in  the  American
Reform rabbinate, as an oddball. In
such an atmosphere, Rabbi Herbert
Weiner   was   -   and   remains   -   a
remarkable pioneer.

His  early  book,   7lfee  Wz./d  Goczfs
o/   E[.#    Gedj    (Macmillan,    New
York),  was  an  exploration  of  new
religious  and  other  spiritual  trends
in Israel .  His next, IVz.#e A#cZ A fJczJ/
Mysfz.cs    (Macmillan,    New   York)
was   a   more   ambitious   series   of
explorations   of   Jewish   mysticism
today,  studying  the  literature  and
meeting  some  of  the  exponents  of
the   sma+i   kabbalistic   or   chasidic
circles  in  Israel  and  elsewhere.  If I
wanted  `spirituality'  or a  `teacher'  I
was told -what suspect language! -
then Herbie was my man.

Herbie  was  to  become  a  friend
and   it   has   been   my   privilege   to
welcome him to teach at Leo Baeck
College and, indeed, initiate a prog-
ramme  for  us  on   Spirituality  and
Mysticism.   More  to  the  point,  he
understood  my  question  and  sent
me  to  a  marvellous  old  house,   a
former Turkish  prison,  in  the  mid-
dle of the Independence  Garden in

Jerusalem, for a sfej#r conducted by
Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz.

Twenty-two years ago, Adin had
not  yet  made  the  pages  of  r!.me
magazine  as  one  of  the  most  in-
fluential     and    significant    Jewish
scholars  and  teachers  of  our  time.
Only   one   of  the   volumes   of  his
monumental,   one-man   translation
and commentary on the Babylonian
T¢/mwd  had  appeared  -  though  it
was  already  being  acclaimed  as  a
major  educational  tool  that  made
the   rczJm%cZ   accessible   to   anyone
with a command of JtJrj.f .  There are
now    eighteen    volumes    on     my
shelves,  plus  a  first  volume  on  the
Jerusalem  rcz/mztd as well.  He  had
not  yet  begun  the  short-lived  but
pioneering magazine  Sfec/cz,  nor his
own ycsfoz.vcr, now opening a branch
in Moscow, though he gave ffoz.I/rz.in
throughout  Jerusalem.  Nor  had  he
published  the  books  like  the  Tfez.r-
teem    Petaled    Rose    (Best   Bocks,
USA)   that   have   introduced   the
deepest  Jewish  beliefs  to  an  ever
wider   English-speaking   audience.
All  this  was  yet  to  come  on  that
evening in Jerusalem when I sat and
listened  -  I  could  not  follow  the
Hebrew  very well  at  the  time - to
this  red-bearded,  twinkling charac-
ter  who  spoke  without  notes  and
wove  spellbinding talks  about Jew-
ish values  and ideas.

He   agreed  to   see   me   privately
and we would meet for an  hour on
Thursday  evenings  in  the  hut  that
served as his office at the back of his
garden.   I  cannot  recall  that  great
Torczfe  truths  passed  between  us  -
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more   like   Tor¢fe  scfemoozc,   Ieav-
ened with a little gossip about Jeru-
salem  characters.  Or  the  rhetorical
question:  Why  are  there  so  many
crazy people in Jerusaelm? It is like
a  spa.   When  you  go  to  one,  you
expect to find healthy people but all
you  find  are  sick  people  who  have
come  to  be  cured.  Jerusalem,  the
holy   city,   attracts   the   crazy   who
seek healing'. When I told this story
recently  to  a  noted  Jewish  scholar
he got rather annoyed - but then he
makes a lot about having settled in
Jerusalem !

In  the period before the Six Day
War,   when   everyone   knew   that
something  was  coming  and  I  had
already received my stencilled notes
from the British Consulate advising
me   to   leave,   I   continued   to   visit
him.   A   week   before   the   war,   I
attended  one  of his  regular sfez.z47~z.in
on  the  Kczbb¢/czfe.  Just  after we  had
begun, the door opened, an elderly
man  walked  in,  accompanied  by  a
guard   and   everyone   stood   up.   It
was President  Shazar,  come  for his
regular class, war or no war.  A few
days  later  I  rang  Adin  and  apolo-
gised  that  I  could  not  come  to  our
regular   meeting   because   of   war
preparations - by then I had volun-
teered to work in  Hadassah Hospi-
tal.  I  learned  later  that  he  thought
this was typically English -to phone
to    apologise    about    cancelling    a
meeting   when   war   was   breaking
Out.

In those days, and for many years
after, Adin was so totally dedicated
to  his   rcz/m#d  work  and  teaching
that  he  considered it  a grave waste
of time to leave Jerusalem, let alone
to  travel   abroad.   Since   then,   the
trips   to   the   States   and   even,   on
occasion,    here,    have    multiplied,
often  for  fund-raising  purposes.  It
was    therefore   a    real    source   of
pleasure and pride to persuade him
to attend a conference of the Youth
Section   of   the   World   Union   for
Progressive  Judaism  in  Arnhem  -
and to get the Jewish Agency to pay
for  his  trip.  I  still  have  the  photo-
graphs  of a panel  discussion:  at the
table, the young rabbis hionel Blue,
Albert Friedlander, Adin Steinsaltz
and  Baruch  Epstein  -  then  Chief
Rabbi   of  Oslo,   now   alas  dead  -
discussing  ways  in  which  Orthodox
and    Reform    might    collaborate.
Twenty years ago we were ahead of
that particular game -in some ways
the  Jewish   world   has   been   going
backwards  ever since.
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Legends     tend     to     accumulate
around  a figure like  Adin.  He told
me   once   that   he   had   only   per-
formed   a   few   marriages   -   but
usually  when   no-one   thought   the
couple  had   much  of  a  chance  of
sticking    together    and    felt    they
needed  the  magic  of  his  blessing.
Another     legend     surrounds     his
health.  He  had  a  strange  condition
which  resulted  in  a  vastly  enlarged
spleen  -  he  used  to  walk  around
looking  nine  months  pregnant.  No
surgeon   dared  tamper  with  it  for
fear  of  the   massive   haemorrhage
that   might   result.   Finally,   a   few
years    ago   they   operated    safely.
Adin's  neighbour  in  hospital  was  a
sfeofecf ,   who   was   not   particularly
impressed  with  the  rabbinic  auth-
ority of his fellow patient. But when
he  learnt that  the  spleen  they  took
out  of  Adin  weighed  the  same  as
one from  a bull,  his reputation was
made -that was a real rabbi.

The  label  `genius'  in  his  case  is
not  misplaced  and  he  has  earned
the reputation in Orthodox, no less
than in academic, circles of being a
once-in-a-generation  phenomenon.
Yet for all  his  incredible  command
of  Jewish  sources  and  knowledge,
he   retains   a   certain   irony,   laced
with   a   lot   of  humour   about   the
vagaries of Jewish  life in  Israel  and
the Diaspora.  When the little road-
way   outside   his   house   remained
unpaved   despite   many   years   of
requests  to  fix  it,  he  threatened  to
put   up   a   sign   naming   it   `Teddy
Kollek   Street'.   The   roadmenders
appeared within two days.

He   has   needed   all   his   humour
and  wisdom  in  this  past  year.  The
leader of one of the ultra-Orthodox
factions in  Israel  imposed  a fee7`cm,
a   religious   ban,   on   some   of   his
earlier  books.  The  books  in  ques-
tion   were   based   on   talks   about
Biblical   characters   he   had   given
some   years   before   on   the   army
radio.  The  light-hearted  tone  and
some   of   his   characterisations   of
Biblical   figures   -   Samson    as    a
Jewish Hercules,  David as a bandit
- could be defended in terms of the
Biblical  record  but  were  offensive
to   traditionalist   sensitivities.   The
ban hit the public headlines - some
of the books in  question were even
publicly buried by Orthodox enthu-
siasts.    They   have   not   yet   been
burned  but  for  a  brief period  they
replaced   copies   of  Salman   Rush-
die's  Sczffl!#z.c  Vcrscs  in  a  prominent

place in the window of a Jerusalem

bookshop!
What   was   the   reason   for   this

sudden  ban,  years  after  the  books
had  been  in  print?  Some  pointed
out  that  the  timing  coincided  with
the imminent publication of the first
volume of the English translation of
the  Steinsaltz   Tcz/m#d  and  that  it
threatened  to  rival  a  similar  series
published    by    the     other    camp.
Others have suggested inner Jewish
politics concerning the setting up of
the Moscow ycsfez.vczfe and the ques-
tion   of  who   had   been   invited   to
participate.i   His   close   association
with   Lubavitch   might   well    have
been another factor. But while most
laughed  the  ban  off  as  an  absurd
mediaeval        irrelevance ,         Adin
reacted  to  it  in  a  remarkable  way.
He put up posters in Meah Shearim
(the ultra Orthodox quarter of Jeru-
salem)   containing   a   public   state-
ment  of  contrition  for  his  error  in
allowing the books to be published!
He  even  offered  to  refund  anyone
who     wished     to     return     copies,
though to date it seems that no one
has taken him up on the offer.  The
impact  of this  `confession',  particu-
larly  on  those,  religious  and  non-
religious  alike,  who  had  seen Adin
as their `teacher', was more shocking
than  the  original  fecrcm.  There  was
a  real  feeling  that  he  had  betrayed
his  achievement  and  reputation  as
an  open-minded  `traditionalist'.

It is hard to assess what happened.
Adin  has  not talked  publicly  about
what made  him  `recant'.  Some feel
that   he   wanted   to   safeguard   his
r¢/77?"d   project   -   a   ban   on   his
popular  books  could  easily  be  ex-
tended  to  his  rcz/m#d  commentary
and  prevent  it  being  used  in  the
yesfo!.vczfe      world.      The      Moscow
ycsfez.tJafe  is  also clearly a project  of
major  importance  that  might  have
been jeopardised by this dissension.
However, whether as a result of his
action  or because the ban was only
accepted  by  a  small  group  within
the   ultra-Orthodox   world,    there
seems to have been little long-term
damage.

But  those  who  are  close  to  him
offer  a  different  explanation  of his
behaviour.  Over  twenty  years  ago
he made it clear that he `had to live
with   these   people',   the   multiple
shades  of  Orthodox  opinions  and
factions    within    Israel    and    else-
where.  What  is  astonishing  is  that
he  managed  to  avoid  getting  into

Continued on page 26
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IN  1939,  GUNTER  PRAGER
was  captured  by  a  number  of
Hitler    Youth    members    and

brought  to  the  Berlin  police.  They
claimed that he was an anti-Fascist.
He  spent  two  days  undergoing  in-
terrogation at Gestapo headquarters.
They  let  him  go  but  told  him,  `If
you  are  sent  back  here  again,  you
won't  come  out  any  more'.  It  was
time  for  Gunter  to  leave  Germany
and he fled to England.

Gunter  Prager  was  born  in  1922
in   a  small  apartment  on   Mulack-
strasse,  which  is  near  the  Alexan-
deaplatz, once the middle of Berlin,
now  in  East  Berlin.   Even  though
Berlin  never  had  a  Jewish  ghetto,
this  poor  neighbourhood  took  on
the appearance of one. Many of the
Russian and Polish Jews, who came
to Berlin,  first settled in  this  area.

When Hitler took power, Gunter
was eleven years old. His father was
unemployed  and  his  mother  was  a
housewife. Gunter spent most of his
free  time  playing  and  hanging  out
on   the  streets.   His   older  brother
Ernst  wanted  him  off  the  streets
and learning about life. Ernst was a
member  of  the  illegal  Communist
Youth   League   and   arranged   for
Gunter  to  join  a  children's  group
connected with Herbert Baum.

A Jewish  Communist, Baum ran
an  extensive  anti-Fascist  resistance
organisation throughout Berlin.  He
and   many    of   his    comrades    led
groups  of  children  -  both  before
Hitler  took  power  and  after  -  in
various   Socialist,   Communist   and
Jewish    youth    organisations.    The
children  were  taught  appreciation
of   nature,    with    weekend    hikes
through    the    countryside    outside
Berlin.  There  were  also  bike  trips
and  cookouts.  But  most  important
were the intense political and social
discussions   they   had.   The   troop
lea.der,  or  Gruppenfuehrer, ha.d  aLn
important  task:   to  educate  his  or
her  young  charges   on   survival   in
Nazi  Germany.  This  was  true  for
both Jews  and  non-Jews,  especially
members  of  the  Communist  Party
of Germany and its followers.

Gunter read  and  discussed many
books  at  group  meetings.   One  of
the  main  topics was learning about
Socialism.  His  brother  Ernst was  a
great  influence  on  him.  He  was  a
dedicated  Communist  and  wanted
Gunter   to   know   as   much   about
Marxism-Leninism      as      possible.
That   is   why   he   wanted   Herbert
Baum  close  at  hand.
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TRUE
BELIEVER

Eric Brothers

`Baum  was  one  of  our  leaders',

declares Prager.  Gunter was in con-
tact   with   Baum   occasionally   and
was   in   groups   led   first   by   Rudi
Barta and then Judy Kosminski. He
recalls that Barta was like a big kid
to  thc}  other  boys  and  sometimes
played  with  them  as  if he  was just
one  of the  boys.  All  the  girls were
after  Rudi  and  many  were  jealous
of the other girls as they vied for his
attention.    Gunter   looked   up   to
Baum,  Barta  and  the  other  older
people   as   role   models.    Gunter's
group    had    contacts    with    many
others. They met the Marxist-based
Zionist   Hashomer   Hatzair.   They
had  discussions  about  Communism
and  Zionism  and  `shall  we  stay  in
Germany  or  shall  we  go  to  Pales-
tine?' was a major topic.

`Baum  was  very  conspiratorial',

says   Prager.   He   always   told   the
youngsters not to  tell people  about
their  talks  or  the  books  they  read.
Baum  warned  them  of what  could
happen if it became common know-
ledge. They heeded his word for the
most part. The discussions they had
could   easily   fall   under   the   Nazi
crime of `high treason', which could
be   punished   with    a   stiff   prison
sentence.

Ernst Prager was deeply involved
in  anti-Fascist  resistance  work  but
his brother Gunter never knew ab-
out  it  at  the  time.  He  worked  in  a
printing shop where he printed illegal
leaflets  and  brochures  after  hours.
On occasion, Ernst asked Gunter to
deliver a large  brown  package  to  a
friend  of  his.   Gunter  never  asked
what  was  in  the  parcel;  he  simply
tied it to his bicycle and rode off to
his  destination.  Gunter  recalls  one
close  shave.  It  was  on  May  lst  in
either  1935  or  1936.  He remembers

the  exact  day because  it was snow-
ing.  Gunter  was  delivering  a pack-
age  to  a  friend  of Ernst's  when  he
turned  a  corner and found  himself
riding directly towards thousands of
Nazi   storm   troopers.   They   were
gearing up for a big rally later in the
day.  Gunter nervously began riding
through   the   throngs   of  SS   men,
when  the  package  fell  off his  bike.
A   storm   trooper   picked   up   the
package  and  yelled  at  Gunter  for
not  tying  it  up  properly.  The  Nazi
told   Gunter   how   to   tie   it   so   it
would not fall, as they both worked
on  it.  A  minute  later  Gunter rode
away  from  the  storm  troopers.   It
was a few years later that Ernst told
him what was in the brown parcel.

Gunter was also involved in more
overt  defiance  against  Nazism.  He
and other young people in his group
placed   small   slips   of   paper   with
anti-Fascist slogans in 'phone books
in  'phone  boxes  The  papers  stuck
out  a  little  so  people  would  notice
them.  This was another example of
`high treason'.

In  1936,  both  Gunter  and  Ernst
were  questioned  by  the   Gestapo.
They   were   arrested   at   the   same
time  but  were  interrogated  sepa-
rately. A traitor had given the name
`Prager'   to   the   Gestapo.   Gunter

was  prepared  to  keep  quiet  about
the  activities  of his  group  but  they
did not ask about that. They wanted
to  know  about  his  brother's  activi-
ties,  which  he  really  knew  nothing
about. After six or seven hours they
told Gunter he could go. He asked,
`Could   I   wait   for   my   brother?'

Guntdr   was   told   that   `We   have
more   questions   for   him.   He   will
come   back   later'.   Gunter   had   a
strong    feeling    that    his    brother
would  not  be  coming  out.  He  was
right.  Ernst was  charged with  `high
treason'   and,   since   he   was   only
nineteen,   was   give  one-and-a-half
years  in   prison,   even   though   the
prosecutor  wanted  to  give  him   a
stiffer sentence.

During  Ernst's  prison  term,  the
Gestapo  came  to  the  Prager home
at  least  three  times  to  search  the
apartment.  Gunter  was  told  by  his
group leader to  keep  a low profile:`You are dangerous because of your

brother  in  jail'.  They  did  not  take
him  to  many  activities.  That would
have  put  them  in  danger.   Family
members of imprisoned  anti-Fascists
were at times followed by the  Ges-
tapo.  But  Gunter  remained  politi-.

Continued on next page
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cally active.  He was involved in the
underground Rofc fJz.//e, Red Help,
an   organisation   that   helped   both
people in prison  and their families.
Gunter was  very committed  to  this
cause,  did  odd  jobs  and  put  all  of
the  money  he  received  into  a  soli-
darity fund.

Shortly  after  Ernst  was  released
from  prison,  he  discovered  that  he
was  going  to  be  sent  to  a  concen-
tration  camp.  Fortunately,  he  was
able to flee  to the Netherlands.  By
now it was  1939  and  Gunter at the
age of 17 was the leader of his own
group   of   a   dozen   or   so   young
people.   He   was   educating   them
about  Socialism  as  Herbert  Baum,
Rudi   Barta   and   the   others   had
educated  him.   It  was  around  this
time that he paid his second visit to
Gestapo  headquarters.   His  father
had recently died  and he felt badly
about leaving his mother and youn-
ger  sister  in  Berlin.  However,  he
had to  go.  On his way to England,
he  stopped  in  Holland  to  see  his
brother.  They had a warm  reunion
before Gunter continued on to Lon-
don.

In England, Gunter worked on a
farm for almost a year but was then
interned  as  an   `enemy  alien'   and
shipped to Canada.  Gunter Prager,
German  Jew  and  anti-Fascist,  was
thrown in jail with suspected Nazis
and  common  criminals  merely  be-
cause  he  was  a  German  national.
When  he  and the others  arrived in
Canada,  there  was  an  angry  mob
waiting.  They  had  been  told  that
`Nazis'  were  on  this  ship,   and  so

spat and threw refuse and bottles at
Gunter and the others.

Gunter eventually found a job as
a tool and dye maker and was given
more   responsibilities   because   he
spoke  and  wrote  English.  He  had
an opportunity to return to England
and joined a non-combatant branch
of  the   British   Army.   He   helped
form an anti-Fascist` youth group in
London called Free German Youth
and became involved in Young Aus-
tria,    because    he    met    a    young
woman   in   this   group   who   later
became his wife.  It was around this
time   that   he   discovered   that   his
beloved   brother   Ernst   had   been
sent  to  Mauthausen  concentration
camp  and  killed.  When  the  Nazis
went to Holland, Ernst was selected
personally by Klaus Barbie to go to
a  camp.  The  official  death  notice
read that he was killed `while trying

to  escape'.  His  mother  and  sister,
who both remained in Berlin,  were
sent  East  on  a  transport  and  were
never heard from again.

In 1943, Gunter became a British
Army regular. Prager considers this
his    most    important    anti-Fascist
work.  When  the war was  over,  he
was  stationed  in  Vienna  until  he
was   demobbed   in   1948.    He   re-
mained in Vienna with his wife and
young daughter and found a job as
a  tool  and  dye  maker.   However,
Prager never  really  felt  at  home  in
Austria.  Most  of  his  close  friends
who  survived  the  war  were  in  the
Soviet sector of Berlin.  His  friends
asked him to consider moving from
Austria   but   he   did   not   want   to
uproot his wife  and  daughter from
their  home.   Gunter  and  his  wife
were divorced in the late  1950s,  his
daughter  was  getting  older  and  he
decided  it  was  time  to  go  home  to
Berlin.  He took his savings, bought
a new car and drover to the GDR.

This   was   in   1960,   a   full   year
before the first stage of the creation
of the Berlin Wall, a move Prager, a
committed Communist,  defends.

Upon  his  arrival  in  East  Berlin,
Prager   became   a   teacher   in   an
apprenticeship programme for tool
and dye makers.  He also became  a
member of the Committee of Anti-
Fascist  Resistance  Fighters  of  the
GDR,  an  organisation  that  he  re-
mains deeply involved in. He is one
of only about fifteen people in East
Berlin   who   were   associated   with
Herbert Baum, who was caught and
executed   during  the  War.   Prager
visits   schools   and   work-places   to
talk   about   anti-Fascist   resistance
and  to  answer  questions.  He  feels
very  strongly  that  people  must  not
forget  what  happened  during  the
Third Reich or, as it is called in the
GDR,  the time of Fascism.

There   is   no   special   focus   on
teaching  young  people   about  the
Holocaust.  In  the  GDR,  students
are  taught  what  the  Nazis  did  to
everyone,  including  the  Jews.  Stu-
dents visit concentration camp sites
to pay their respects to the  `victims
of  Fascism'.   Prager  strongly  feels
that  anti-Semitism  has  been  wiped
out in the GDR.  He personally has
always felt safe as a Jew in the GDR
due to the strict laws against racism
or  prejudice  of  any  kind.   Prager
told  me  that  some  skinheads  were
caught  trying  to  stir  things  up  in
East   Berlin;   they   were   shouting
Fascist    slogans,    were    tried    and

given   long   prison   sentences.   He
repeated   many   times,   `You   can't
sleep',   regarding  the  fight  against
anti-Semitism  and  racism.  He  feels
that  anti-Semitism  is  always  where
Fascism  is  found.   He  is  a  fighter
from way  back  and  is  not  about  to
Stop  now.

Gunter  Prager  remains  a  Com-
munist  believer  and  is  quite  happy
and   satisfied   with   his   life   in   the
GDR.  After what happened to the
Jews in Berlin,  many people would
never dream of returning. But Gun-
ter Prager went home.  And today,
remarried  and  a  great-grandfather
at  sixty-six,  he  has  the  look  of  a
survivor who  has come out on top.

He  talks  about  the  programme
for   survivors   that   exists   in   East
Germany  called  the  Committee  of
Victims of Fascism for those people
living   in   the   GDR  who   suffered
under  the  Nazi  regime:  Jews,  gyp-
sies,   resistance  fighters  and  other
persecuted people.  Prager is a bene-
ficiary of this programme.

The   benefits   include:    lowering
the retirement age by five years, to
55  for  women  and  60  for  men  and
an    additional    `honour    pension',
which  gives  them  a  retirement  in-
come of about 30 percent above the
average wage.

Resistance  fighters  were  given  a
`Fighter    against    Fascism'    medal

which entitles them to an additional
annual  payment  of 500  marks.  All
other   benefits   are   the   same   for
victims, whether they were active in
the  resistance  or  not.  They  all  re-
ceive preferential health treatment,
additional  paid  vacation  days  and
special   consideration   for   visits   to
health  resorts.  The  children  of vic-
tims  receive  a  special  'stipend  from
the  age  of  16  until  they  complete
their   education   and,   when   they
marry,   receive   prefere`ntial   apart-
ments so their parents will not have
to  live  in  crowded  conditions.  Vic-
tims  also  ride  on  public  transport
with   a   guest   free   of  charge   and
receive many other benefits. Prager
insists that concentration camp sur-
vivors, resistance fighters and other
victims  of Nazism  are  treated  with
dignity and respect in the  GDR.

And  he  is  content  to  be  one  of
them.
ErieBrothars is ihe author of the f orthcoming
book,   Red   Flags   and   Yellow   Stars:   The
Resistance  Fighters  of  the  Herbert  Baum
Group   (Holocaust   Library)   and   has   had
work  on  German-Jewish  anti~Fascist  resist-
ance published in periodicals in England and
the  US.
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A FASCINATING   ASPECT
of  Israeli  society  is  the  lin-
guistic   situation.   Nowhere
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else has an ancient and long consid-
ered  `dead'  language  been  revived
and  Israel  continues  to  be  the  in-
spiration   for   exponents   of   Irish,
Welsh,   Breton,   Basque,   Catalan,
Estonian and other similar attempts
to maintain a strong sense of identi-
ty for small peoples.

How  has  the  traditional  polyglot
character of the Jewish people fared
in the wake of the success of Heb-
rew  and  Zionism?  In  the  Middle
Ages,  numerous Jewish  scholars in
a dozen fields of scientific research
and   cultural    creativity   were   re-
nowned  for  their  abilities  as  trans-
lators  and  intermediaries  between
the Christian-Latin culture of Europe
and  the  Islamic-Arabic  culture  of
the  Near  East  and  North  Africa.
Columbus  had   a  Jewish   co#t;cJ`so
(convert to Christianity) in his crew
who tried to communicate with the
populations   of  the   Caribbean   is-
lands in Arabic.

The   linguistic   situation   of   the
Jewish people today stands in sharp
contrast  with  the  beginning  of  this
century.  Hebrew developed from a
purely liturgical and literary vehicle
of  the  devout  and  scholars  to  the
vibrant  vernacular  of  a  modern
nation.   The   Holocaust   caused   a
drastic  reduction  in  the  number  of
Jews   speaking   `minor'   languages
such as Yiddish, Polish, Hungarian,
Czech,     Serbo-Croatian,     Dutch,
Greek and Lithuanian.

Israel's   linguistic   situation   is   a
fascinating  blend   of  contradictory
impulses.    Many   English-speaking
tourists   are   disappointed   that   in
spite  of the  heritage  of  the  British
Mandate  and  many  years  of  com-
pulsory    English    instruction,    few
young  Israelis  are  really  comfort-
able   and  fluent  in  what  is   today
considered the most important lan-
guage   for  international   communi-
cation.  Nevertheless,  a  quick  look
at  any  Israeli  kiosk with  its  half-a-
dozen   daily   newspapers   in   Euro-
pean   languages   or   a   glance   at
television with its bilingual Hebrew
and  Arabic  subtitles,  gives  an  im-
mediate  impression  of  linguistic
diversity and cosmopolitanism.

In  this  first  issue  of Israel  Note-
book  we  will  look  at  three  diverse
aspects   of   the   linguistic   situation
and   their   implications   for   Israeli
identity:    the    non-Hebrew    Press;
Prof.    Itamar   Even-Zohar,    a   re-
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nowned   polyglot   professor,   who
was    simply    a    second-generation
monoglot Hebrew speaker until his
teenage years;  and  a  dynamic  edu-
cational programme to teach Arabic,
based    on    the    successful    U/pcz#
methods of teaching Hebrew.

Israel's  Foreign  Language Press
While   English   speakers   in   the

Diaspora  are  familiar  with  Israel's
English language daily , the Jcrz4scz/eJ7?
Pos£,   few   realise   that   the   non-
Hebrew Press encompasses a thriv-
ing world of journalistic endeavour
and  a  reading  public  of  East  and
Central  European  languages  num-
bering  tens  of  thousands.   Almost
every  kiosk  in  the  country  offers  a
colourful   display   of   the   polyglot
character of the Jewish people. The
nerve centre of this Press is located
at 52 Rakevet Street.  Just a stone's
throw from the Central Bus Station
in Tel Aviv.

Here  under  one  roof ,  six  daily
newspapers   are   published:    Jsrczc/
Nachrichten    (GerrnaLn.,    `Nows    o£
Israel'),  Lcfzc Ivez.cs  (Yiddish:  `The
Latest       News'),       Vz.czfcz      IVoasfrcz

(Romanian;   `Our  Life'),   U/.  Ke/e£
(Hungarian;  `The New East'),  IVow-
z.#y KozJrz.er (Polish; `New Journal') ,
IVczsfecz       Sf7'¢#cz       (Russian;       `Our
Land').

Each of these newspapers is sold
throughout the country and serves a
distinct language community whose
need for news, social events, cultural
activities, information and nostalgia
has not decreased with the passage
of time or even  after the partial  or
full  acquisition  of  Hebrew.  There
are  also  numerous  weekly  papers
which  function  outside  this  frame-
work   as   well   as   a   daily   in   the
Georgian language.

The  editor  of the  successful  `six-
under one roof'  enterprise is Shab-
tai   Himmelfarb,   who   arrived   in
Israel   from   Poland   in   1948   and
started  his  career  by  selling  news-

papers  on  the  streets.  Today  he  is
the    respected    chairman    of    the
Israeli  Association  of  Daily  News-
papers  and  Vice-President  of  both
the   Journalists'   Council   in   Israel
and the International Union of Daily
Newspapers.

Over  a  cup  of  tea,  Himmelfarb
traced  the  development  of the  for-
eign  language  Press  and  the  some-
what   unorthodox   arrangement   of
six papers under one management.

`The need for a foreign language

Press became immediately apparent
in the 1930s with the arrival of many
new    immigrants    from    Germany
who  did  not  have  a  Zionist  back-
ground.  These highly literate people
were accustomed to reading a daily
newspaper.   Without  a  knowledge
of Hebrew,  they  suddenly  felt  like
illiterates. They had to be informed
of events, issues and such mundane
matters as the price of vegetables.

`In spite of the misplaced enthusi-

asm    of   Hebrew   extremists   who
opposed  the  idea,  a  German  lan-
guage  daily  found  a  ready  public
and the experiment was repeated,in
other    languages.     Unfortunately,
many   of   these   early   enterprises

• were   `fly-by-night'   operations   and

management was unwilling to make
the  necessary  investment  to  attract
qualified   journalists   and   modem
equipment.

`The   first   paper,   the   German

laLngriaLge  Israel  Nachrichten/Yediot
fJ¢cZ¢sfeof, was founded in  1933 and
came under our management much
later. The other papers were begun
in  the  1950s  and  the  most  recent
addition,  the Russian  daily,  started
in  1976,  appearing  as  a weekly  for
several  years.   We  found  that  the
best  formula  for  the   foreign   lan-
guage Press was to cut down on the
duplication   of  overheads   and   de-
cided   to   place   them   under   one
managerial framework and physical
facility,  while  still  preserving  their
editorial freedom'.

The formula has definitely worked
as  all papers  pull  their  own  weight
and are not dependent on subsidies.
Dailies   in   Bulgarian,   Arabic   and
French had an ephemeral existence
and were dropped because of insuf-
ficient   readership.   The   remaining
six  dailies  share   an  informal  pro-
Labour  Party  stance.  One  uniform
column  appears  weekly  under  the
byline of Shabtai Himmelfarb.  This
is  Friday's  editorial  which  is  trans-
lated into  all  six  languages.

Each  newspaper  has  maintained
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a  core  readership  and  gained  new
readers through continued cz/z.);a or,
in the case of Yiddish and German,
through    sales    to    tourists    from
abroad.   Mr.   Himmelfarb   proudly
showed   me   the   weekend   literary
supplements  of each  paper and  ex-
plained   how   subscribers    abroad,
from   the   United   States,   Canada,
Argentina,  Australia  and  Europe,
eagerly await the arrival of a paper
which   keeps   them  in   close  touch
with  events  and  cultural  creativity
in   their  mother  tongue.   This  link
with  Israel  is  particularly  effective
for  a  generation  reluctant  to  aban-
don  their native  language.

When asked if all  six newspapers
would still be thriving at the turn of
the century, Himmelfarb pondered:

`We will continue as long as there

is  a  need.  We  know  we  serve  that
need today but are aware of the fact
that the day may come when we will
have  to  close  down   one  or  more
newspaper  if our  readership  is  not
replenished   by   new   cz/I.ycz   or   the
continued interest of the generation
born in  Israel.  We  have good jour-
nalists and experience and will con-
tinue to  do  our job.  Eventually we
could transfer some of our resources
and    journalists    to    the    Hebrew
Press.  We  are  in  business  and must
deal  with  facts,  not sentiments'.

I   left   with   the   impression   that
such  an  eventuality would be  a loss
for Israeli journalism.

Israel's ' Polyglot Unicorn'
The   polyglot   character   of   the

Jewish people  found its  most poig-
nant expression in the life and work
of Dr.  L.L.  Zamenhof,  the  Polish-
Jewish ophthalmologist who initiated
Esperanto,  the  only  successful,  de-
vised   language.    Yet   Zamenhof's
motivation and success were deeply
embedded in his Jewish identity. At
one point early in his career, he was
an enthusiastic Zionist and a promi-
nent   leader   of  the   Hov'vei   Zion
Movement   in   Poland.   The   many
similarities between  Zamenhof and
Eliezer Ben-Yehuda, the pioneer of  .
modern    Hebrew,    represent    two
contrasting but not necessarily con-
tradictory ideals:  a vibrant Hebrew
culture with links to the remote past
as  the  most  profound  medium  of
Jewish  culture  and  an international
cosmopolitan  language  designed  to
promote a sense of brotherhood.

Even  more  amazing  is  the  little-
known   fact   that  Itamar  Ben-Avi,
the son of Eliezer Ben-Yehuda and
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famous  as  the  first  child  to  speak
Hebrew  as  his  'mother  tongue'  in
modern times, also endorsed Esper-
anto  as  a just  and  rational  solution
to   the   problem    of   international
communication.    Professor   Itamar
Even-Zohar of Tel-Aviv University
is   a   contemporary   scholar   whose
achievements    blend    the    noblest
ideals   of   a   revived   and   vibrant
Hebrew   culture   as   envisioned   by
Ben-Yehuda with the internationalist
and  cosmopolitan  universal  culture
towards which Zamenhof aspired.

Professor  Even-Zohar  is,  by  his
own   admission,   `a   unicorn',   that
mythological  one-of-a-kind creature,
yet  his  lean,  athletic build,  military
bearing    and    bristling    moustache
convey  the  image  of a  marine  drill
sergeant   rather  than   an   armchair
intellectual .

A fourth generation sczbrcz on  his
mother's  side  and  the  product  of a

Tonolingual  Hebrew-speaking  enu
vironment,   Even-Zohar   has   since
mastered   14   languages   which   he
speaks  flawlessly  (English,  Arabic,
Yiddish,   Russian,   Italian,  French,
German,    Swedish,    Danish,    New
Norwegian,   Norwegian,   Icelandic,
Faeroese  and  the  devised  internat-
ional language, Esperanto).  To this
must be  added  a proficient reading
knowledge of all the remaining lan-
guages, Dutch, the Slavic languages,
with   basic   Finnish   thrown   in   for
good measure.

This achievement is made all  the
more  remarkable  by  his  familiarity
with   the   literatures   of   these   lan-
guages,   a   distinguished   academic
record of research, publications and
translations.  Professor  Even-Zohar
is  chairman  of  the  Porter  Institute
for   Poetics   and   Semiotics   at   the
University,   which   investigates   the
role   of  language   in   culture.   This
modern    `Renaissance    Man'    has
helped    demolish    a    long-standing
view   that   Zionism   will   inevitably
produce  a  narrow,  inward-looking,
Hebrew-speaking  island  of  provin-
cial  nationalism.

He grew up in the Tel-Aviv of the
1940s   as   a   monolingual   Hebrew
speaker  until  his  interest  in  world
literature and linguistics was awake-
ned  by  a  course  in  Esperanto.  At
the  time,  many  Jewish  intellectuals
were   attracted  by  the   vision   of  a
world  language  and  their  enthusi-
asm  and  cosmopolitan  background
played a major role in the life of the
young  Even-Zohar.   Sitting   in   his
office   and   library   surrounded   by

thousands  of  books  in  two  dozen
languages,  Even-Zohar  spoke  elo-
quently and nostalgically of the win-
dows  to  a  wider world  which  were
thrown open  to him  that summer.

`1 can't begin to describe the debt

I  owe  to  Esperanto;  the  contacts  I
made   and  the  books   I  read  as  a
result       fired       my       imagination.
Although  Esperanto  never  achieved
the   goal    of   becoming    a   second
language  for  everyone,  it  has  been
very useful in serving as a bridge for
translations    between    minor    lan-
8ua8es'.

Professor  Even-Zohar  has  done
precisely    that    most    recently    in
translating one  of the  great  classics
of   Finnish   literature,    the   novel,
¢S~e;~w_e`r\.Bro!hers'  (Sif riat Hapoalim',

1987) into Hebrew.  This translation
has been praised by critics who  are
familiar with the extant translations
into Swedish, English and German.

His interests led him  to finish  his
education   in   Israel   and   continue
graduate   studies   abroad   in    such
places  as  Paris,   Stockholm,   Rejk-
javik,    Amsterdam,    Louvain    and
Philadelphia.  His  research  interests
and publications deal with a general
theory  of  culture,  contacts  between
literatures,  especially Hebrew in its
formative  period  with  Yiddish  and
Russian,   and   Scandinavian   litera-
lure,  especially the  Icelandic sagas.
He is today recognised as one of the
foremost translators of Scandinavian
literature into Hebrew.

The  Scandinavian  attraction  was
due as much to an interest in prog-
ressive  social  legislation  and  demo-
cratic institutions as to a love of the
exotic.

`1  studied  in  Sweden  in  the  late

1960s,    which    can    be    called    the
`golden  age'  of Scandinavian  social

policy   achievements.    Since   then,
there  has  been  a  stagnation  and  a
loss  of  cultural  creativity  as  these
societies became  overly affluent'.

Even-Zohar   explains   that   lan-
guage is the most formalised element
of  culture  but  that  it  is  impossible

really to know a language by study-
ing a text  book  and  a  dictionary.

'You  must  immerse   yourself  in

the   social   norms,   habits,   gesticu-
lations,  food,  architecture,   etc.   in
order  to  grasp   how  the  language
reflects  the  entire  culture'.

The father of two  daughters who
are   now   university   students,   this
innately modest man who refuses to
have his photograph published works

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
a 78-hour week to keep up with his
research,   teaching,   administration
duties   and   world-wide  correspon-
dence.

His   generally   affable   and   light
tone turned serious only once in our
discussion,   when   commenting   on
the impact of severe and continued
budget cuts at Israeli universities.

An Arabic Ulpan
Israel   is    officially   a   bi-lingual

country  with  laws  which  prescribe
that the only languages permitted in
the  Knesset  and  courts  are  Arabic
and  Hebrew  and  that  both  these
languages   must   be   used   on   the
currency,  postage  stamps and road
signs in appropriate  areas.  Hebrew
is compulsory for Arab  students in
Israeli  high  schools  and  Arabic  is
one  of  two  voluntary  foreign  lan-
guages   along   with   French   which
may  be  chosen  by Jewish  students
in  high  schools.   Both  Arabs  and
Jews must study English in compul-
sory courses for several years.  One
institution  which  has  been  enorm-
ously  successful  in  the  teaching  of
Arabic for highly motivated students
is the  Centre for Arabic Studies  at
Givat Haviva.

The   U/pcz#   system   of   teaching
Hebrew by total immersion has won
considerable   praise   from   foreign
language teachers abroad who wish
they could provide such instruction
to  their  own  students.  The  Centre
for Arabic Studies at Givat Haviva,
located between Hadera and Afula,
is  an  exceptional  educational  insti-
tution which has taken up the chal-
lenge  to  utilise  I//p&#  methods  to
teach Arabic.  The school  is  run  by
the Kibbutz Artzi Federation, affili-
ated to the left-wing Mapam party,
whose  long  commitment  to  Arab-
Jewish   cooperation   extends   into
many  cultural,  social  and  political
spheres.

Yoram Miron, the director of the
institute,  a  native  son  of  Kibbutz
Hazorea and himself a graduate of
the  centre's  Arabic  language  prog-
ramme, explains:

`University students at one of the

prestigious Middle East Study Prog-
rammes  in  Jerusalem  or  Tel-Aviv
study   Arabic   for   a   few   hours   a
week.     Our    students    live,    eat,
breathe   and   sleep   Arabic   for   at
least eight hours a day. They profit
from being in close contact with an
Arabic-speaking    environment    in
the  immediate  surroundings  of the

school.  The  programmes  also  inc-
lude a trip to Egypt, which is more
than  just  a  sight-seeing  tour.  Our
students get a first-hand impression
of   Egyptian   daily   life   from   the
inside' .

The Centre's students are mostly
young   Israeli   Jews   who   hope   to
become    professional    translators,
although the programme is open to
anyone   and   has   attracted   a   few
European  and  American  students.
The cost for the eight-month course
including tuition,  room  and board,
travel   and   incidental   expenses   is
over £2,000.

In  addition  to  language  training,
the   Centre   runs   an    `encounter'
programme to bring Arab and Jew-
ish  teenagers  together  for  several
days  of  recreation,  discussion  and
workshops.   The   programme   has
generally  met  with  great  success,
convincing  even  initially  suspicious
headmasters, who have written gra-
tifying  letters  of  endorsement.   A
highlight of the academic year is an
Arab   Folklore   Festival   at   which
both Arab and Jewish troupes per-
form  song  and  dance.  The  Centre
also  sponsors  seminars  on  Middle
Eastern  Affairs  for  kibbutz  mem-
bers.     One     such     seminar     was
attended  by  the  Egyptian  Charge
d'Affaires in Israel in  1986.

Director   Yoram   Miron   is   the
author   of   a   textbook   in   spoken
Arabic  used  in  the  centre.  Its  title
Afefl/c# W¢s¢fe¢/a# (welcome) is the
traditional  Arabic  greeting  signify-
ing  gracious  hospitality.  It  is  note-
worthy   that   the  first  part  of  the
greeting,  the  word  afe4!J¢#  has  be-
come    integrated    into    colloquial
Hebrew and often replaces the trad-
itional  but  somewhat  archaic  and
too-literary Sfo¢/om as the standard
way   to   greet   friends.   This   is   a
positive  development when  viewed
against   the   historical   example   of
many  Arabic  curse  words  and  ex-
pressions being adopted into spoken
Hebrew.   It  is  perhaps  one  small
indication  that the  Centre  at  Givat
Haviva is on the right track.

In   other   countries   with   ethnic
conflicts,    such    as    Belgium    and
Canada,   official  bilingualism   does
not necessarily eliminate those con-
flicts.  But it is a crucial first step in
reducing theml

Dr. Norman Berdiehevsky j.s a gr¢dwflfc o/ffec
University of wisconsin. An editor, translator
and freelance  writer,  he  lives  in  Israel where
he  speaks  not  only  Hebrew  and  English  but
has mastered six other languages.
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trouble with them  for all  this time,
particularly in view of his enormous
popular  success  and  esteem.  I  sus-
pect   that   Adin   recognised   that,
whatever  the  `political'  overtones,
the  banned  books  were  indeed  a
mistake  for which  an  act  of repen-
tance was legitimately required.

At  that  Arnhem  conference  he
had taught us the rabbinic idea that
a  person  who  was  `great'  in  some
way  had  also  a  great  ycfzcr  feczr¢,
`evil  impulse'  or  `drive'.  `It is like a

diamond. The greater the diamond,
the more its worth,  the more stone
is  also there.  You cannot have one
without  the  other'.  To  have  upset
the delicate balancing act of twenty
years may well have seemed to him
as if he had indeed stepped over a
line     and   fcsfewvflfe,    `repentance',
about which he had written in such
a masterly way, was the only possi-
ble  response  however  it  might  be
viewed by his friends.  Certainly,  in
the    light    of   his    major    current
undertakings,   he  could  not  allow
himself to  continue without serious
self-examination.

If things are now back to normal,
it is still no easy matter to get to see
him in Jerusalem, when he is not on
a flying visit to Moscow,  the States
or  even  the  UK.  There  may  be  a
small  time  slot  available   but  you
have  to  join  the  queue  of journal-
ists,   well-wishers,   prom.oters   and
seekers   waiting   their   turn   in   the
corridor   outside   his   office.    And
those who cannot make the journey
will   have   to   settle   for   this   fine
collection of some of his articles and
stories.

Adin has inherited the mantle of
the  old  cfe¢sz.dz.c  j'cbbcs,  with  their
court  of  avid  followers.   Rumours
have  long  abounded  that  he  might
become the successor of the Luba-
vitcher Rcbbc in time.  Over twenty
years   after   our   first   meeting,   he
seems to have confirmed my feeling
about him that I included[as a verse
in a song about my `teachers':

The Scholar sits upon his
unexpected throne,

Giving a hint of the infinity he's
known

Protected by a little whimsy of
his own

And you may never see his like
againl

Rabbi DI.. Jonathan Magonet, co-cd!.for /w!.fA
Rabbi   Lionel   Blue)   of  the   RSGB   prayer-
books, is Principal of the Leo Baeck College,
London.
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Jeffrey Newman

IS `SPIRITUALITY' THE SAME
as    `mysticism'    and    in    either
case,    is    there    a    particular

Jewish  brand?  Arthur  Green  has
edited a chronological,  two volume
work  on  `Jewish  Spirituality'  -  the
first   volume   covering   the   period
from  the Bible  to  the  Middle  Ages
has   just   appeared.    This   present
volume  is  the  thirteenth  of a series
entitled World  Spirituality:  An  En-
cyclopaedic History of the Religious
gz{cs/  (publ.  SCM,  London.  450pp
£7.50).

The dedication  starts promisingly;
`The   series  focuses  on   that  inner

dimension  of  the  person  called  by
certain   traditions   the   spirit.   This
spiritual  core  is  the  deepest  centre
of  the  person.   It  is  here  that  the
person  is  open  to  the  transcendent
dimension; it is here that the person
experiences        ultimate        reality'.
However,   in   the   first   volume   on
Judaism,  definitions are  scarce  and
the  subject  matter.is  therefore  at
times quite unclear. Apart from Art
Green's    own    excellent    opening
essay  which  does  attempt  an  over-
view of the subject, the other fifteen
articles   are   very   much   works   of
scholarship  for  scholars,  evidenced
strongly by the 735 footnotes which
are included!

But  as  I  began  reading,  I  found
myself        increasingly        confused.
Sometimes    the    word    `mysticism'
would   appear   and  sometimes  the
word   `spirituality'.   I   had   to   find

some guidelines, at least for myself,
for    two    concepts    that    certainly
appear  to  be  different.  It  seems  to
me  that  mysticism  in  Judaism  is  a
`means',  not  an  end.   It  is  neither

necessary for a good Jewish life, nor
sufficient for it.  Spirituality,  on  the
other  hand,  is  necessary  -  though
equally  not  sufficient.  Mysticism  is
the practice of the direct awareness
of God,  either for its  own  sake,  or
to  bring  the  awareness  into  every-
day life.  Spirituality is that life lived
in  the  awareness  of  God.  Inciden-
tally,   neither  mysticism   nor   spiri-
tuality  are  sufficient  alone  as  the
basis  of  a  full  Jewish  life  because
Judaism's   stress   is   on   action,   to
which  mysticism  may  or  may  not
lead,  and  which  spirituality  may  or
may not cover.

These    guidelines    are    certainly
rash   especially   since   they   disting-
uish   between   two   English   words
which  do  not translate comfortably
into   or,   more   importantly,   from
Hebrew  -  neither,  of  course,  does
the  word  `religion'.  However,  it  is
clearly not possible  to  be  a full Jew
without  a feel  for  the spiritual,  the
holy, the awareness of God, though
I know such a pedestrian statement
is  considered  controversial.  Equal-
ly,  it  is  evident  that  many  devout
Jews have no place for mysticism or
the practice of the contemplation of
God.

In  an  encyclopaedic  volume,  we
could   expect   greater   help   of  this

sort.    Our   synagogues   are   hardly
repositories   of   the   spiritual.    We
have  replaced   the  incomprehensi-
bility of Orthodox worship with the
empty   decorum   of   Reform.   But
neither in  the speedy babble of the
traditional communal prayer, nor in
the  formalism  of Progressive  music
and rabbinic mouthings is it easy to
become  aware  of  the  presence  of
holiness  or the  Holy  One.

And   there   are   surprising   omis-
sions in this volume, especially since,
presumably,  the  work  is  envisaged
as  an  introduction  for  non-Jews  to
the world of Jewish spirituality.  Let
us take another example -the name
of God.  Literate Jews, children and
adults,  know  that  YHWH  is  pro-
nounced  czcZo77czz..  But  why?  Ado#czz.
-my  Lord,  Master comes from the
root   Adon.   But,   like   `G-d',   is   a
word  disguised.

What is `the name of God?' Jcfeo-
vczfe,  of  course,  is  an  appalling  and
illiterate mistake as  `the God of the
Jews':  a  misreading  of  the  deliber-
ate decision - by the eighth century
Massoretes  who  added  the  vowels
to the unpointed text of the rorczfe -
to ensure that `YHWH' should nev-
er be pronounced as it had been by
the   High   Priest   in   the   Holy   of
Holies  on  Yom  Kippur.  Jcfeot;¢fo  =
YHWH with the vowels of AcZo#¢z..

But in that word YHWH is a key
to   the   fundamental   mystery,   and
inner    meaning    of   Judaism:    the
Name,  and in fact,  the essence and
meaning of God.

YHWH is a principal name of the
God  of Israel  in  the  Biblical  narra-
tive  and  the  key  designation  in  the
prayer book but no full explanation
is given.  The most marvellous hints
occur    in    the    meeting    between
Moses   and   God   at   the   Burning
Bush: `1 AM THAT I AM'. Who or
what is  God?  The  name YHWH is
clearly  connected  with  the  verb  `to
be':  Being,  existence,  eternity,  ess-
ence:   the   is-ness   of  the   universe.
We might say that within the mean-
ing  of  the  name  is  the  suggestion
that  ultimate  reality  is  the  God  of
Israel - or some say `he who causes
ultimate  reality  to  be'.  Everything
which  is,  is  a  part  of God  and  is  in
God.

But  in  that  case  God  is  not  an
outer  force  acting  upon   the   Uni-
verse    but   its   very   being   -   and
therefore   intimately   `at   one'   with
what  is,  including  us  ourselves.  He
is  within   us   and   outside   us   since
each  of  us  is  part  of ,  but  not  the
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whole of,  the universe.
God  may  be  the  most  frequent

noun in the prayer book -but do we
bring Him  into  the  prayers?  There
is  a thirst for the  word  of the  Lord
and  where  there  is  no  vision   the
people perish.  How can we become
close to Him, to fill ourselves more
completely  with   His   presence,   to
know   Him   more   intimately   and
prepare   ourselves   better   to   carry
out  His  will?  These  are  the  ques-
tions  for  and   of  the   mystic.   The
mystic  opens  him  or  herself  to  be
filled with the presence of God - to
see   the  world  in   a  new  light;   to
attempt  to  align  the  personal  will
with   God's   will;   to   dwell   in   the
mysteries  of  creation;  of  suffering
and the place  of evil;  to  delve into
the   mysteries   of   life   and   death.
Traditional Judaism  frequently dis-
couraged  such  searching.   It  could
drive people mad  or interfere with
the   proper    performance    of   the
duties   of   life,   including   mz.fzvo£,
religious   commandments.    Kczbbar-
/aft,  which  has  its  own  specific and
very helpful  answers to these ques-
tions, is a later phenomenon, which
will  presumably  be  covered  in  the
next volume.

Spirituality,   equally,  is  an   awe-
some word, which may well disguise
the more common search for whole-
ness,  for  completion,  for  balance.
We look for what we ourselves  are
lacking - sometimes we look in our
partners,    often    in   our   children.
Very  often we  look  in  the external
world   for   what   we   need   within
ourselves.   This   is   the   source   of
great  unhappiness  -  for  ourselves
and for others who are misled by us,
particularly if we have any power.

Further,  there  is  a thin  and  con-
fusing borderline between sexuality
and  spirituality:  many people  have
become   lost  while   aiming  in   one
direction   and   finding   themselves
carried in the other.  `Falling in love
with   one's   teacher'   is   a   not   an
uncommon occurrence but teaching
is essentially a spiritual  activity  and
the  possibilities  of  disillusionment
are   great.    And,    the   other   way
round, middle-aged men who fall in
love  with  much  younger  girls  may
well   be   mistaking   an   essentially
spiritual  quest  for  renewal  and  re-
juvenation  with  sexual  excitement
and adventure.

All these are fundamental issues,
those  which  the  generations  have
attempted    to    answer.     But    the
answers  of  the  past  are  of  limited
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help  to  us  largely,  as  this  volume
demonstrates,  because  they  are  so
hopelessly remote.  Therefore,  many
Jews who look for the spiritual and
mystical  now  do  so  through  other
traditions  which  seem  more  avail-
able - and the hysteria about `Jews
for Jesus' may be better directed to
an  examination  of  what  our  Juda-
ism presently lacks.

The best book  on Jewish  spiritu-
ality  remains  Rabbi  Lionel  Blue's
To  Heaven with  Scribes  and  Phar-
I.sees,   (Darton,   Layman   &  Todd,
London).   As   a  born   teacher,   he
starts   where   we   are   -   with   our
prejudices and ignorance and super-
ficiality.  He leads us gently through
the  Jewish  world  we  know  so  well
and  reveals  what  we  would  never
have imagined of depth  and mean-
ing. What we thought we knew, we
have  never really known  at  all  and
yet  it is part  of us  and  we  can  feel
almost proud and  self-satisfied that
our  communities  have  such  riches.
Holy   materialism,   Lionel   calls   it;
the materialism we knew but never
that   it  was   holy  -  or  potentially
holy.

Jewish spirituality is therefore an
entry into the world,  not an escape
from   it.    This   was,    equally,   the
conclusion  of Martin  Buber,  based
upon the death, commonly but mis-
takenly thought to be suicide, of the
young student who came to see him
seeking an  `answer'  to the meaning
of life but whom Buber felt that he
had  sent  away  empty  to  his  death
because he had not attended to him
properly,   having  just   indulged   in
escapist   mystical   fantasies.   `Since
then,'  writes  Buber,  `1  have  given
up the `religious' - which is nothing
but  the  exception,   extraction,   ex-
altation, ecstasy.  Or it has given me
up.  I possess nothing but the every-
day out of which I am never taken.
The  mystery  has  made  its  dwelling
here where everything happens as it
happens.   I   know   no   fullness   but
each mortal hour's fullness of claim
and   responsibility'.   Buber   sought
the sanctification  of everyday life.

Of   course   there   are   legitimate
specialist concerns and they are well
covered   in   the   encyclopaedia.   Is
there  for  example  a  species  recog-
nisable   as   `Jewish'   spirituality   or
`Jewish'   mysticism  -  or   does   the

one-ness of God lead all those who
seek a place of the universal where
such categories cease to have mean-
ing  and  no  boundaries  exist?  The
article  by  Moshe  Idel   on   fez.fbocze-

dwJ, which he translates as seclusion
but which may be better thought of
as  solitude - is  particularly  helpful
with  its  look  at  the  close  connec-
tions between Jewish mysticism and
that of Sufi Islam - especially Abra-
ham Abulafia and Isaac of Acre.

And  there  is  an  excellent  article
by Frank Talmage called App/cs o/
Gold;  the  Inner  Meaning of Sacred
Texts  in   Mediaeval  Judaism.  Tlne
title    is    alluring    and    contains    a
beautiful   analogy   of  the   mystical
from Maimonides:

`The  Sage  has  said;  A  word

fitly  spoken  is  like  apples  of
gold in  settings - moskz.yyof -
of   silver   (Prov.25:11).   Hear
now   an    elucidation   of   the
thought he has  set  forth.  The
term   77?oskz.yyof   denotes   fili-
gree  traceries;  I  mean  to  say
traceries   in   which   there   are
apertures    with    very    small
eyelets,  like the handiwork of
silversmiths.  They  are  so  cal-
led because a glance - t;czyz.sfcz-
kc/ means `he glanced' in Heb-
rew    -    penetrates    through
them.   The   Sage   accordingly
said that a saying uttered with
a view to two meanings is like
an apple of gold overlaid with
silver     filigree-work     having
very    small   holes    ...    When
looked  at  from  a  distance  or
with  imperfect  attention,  it  is
deemed   to   be   an   apple   of
silver;    but    when    a    keen-
sighted   observer   looks   at   it
with full attention, its interior
becomes  clear  to  him  and  he
knows  that  it  is  of  gold.  The
parables  of  the  prophets  are
similar.  Their  external  mean-
ing  contains  practical  wisdom
but within they are concerned
at the deepest level with truth
as  it  really  is.'
Actually, there are apples of gold

to    be    found    in    this    collection,
though     sometimes     the     settings
appear rather as brass and I do look
forward     to     the     next     volume.
Perhaps,  also, if we  are  ever bored
by  synagogues,   or  the  poverty  of
much   Jewish   communal   life,   we
may remember that it is that which
lies  `within'  that  is  important  -  if
only we could find the key!|

Rabbi  Jeffrey  Newman  scrvcs  F!.#cfe/ey  jic-
forrn Synagogue and teaches in the Vocational
Studies Department of the Leo Baeck College.
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JUDAISM
CAN STAND

cONIErmoN
Sir'

I WAS  VERY  INTERESTED
to read your excellent editorial
in  the  No.  25  issue  and  would

Sir,

I
ENLIGHTENED

T IS ALWAYS A PLEASURE
to read Mcz##¢ and more so with
the contents of Issue 25, Autumn

SPARE US
CANTORS

30

like   to   make   the   following   com-
ments in support:
1)  Judaism, as the mother religion,
should   recognise   Christianity   and
Islam without waiting for their rec-
ognition of Judaism as a continuing
truth.   Christianity   and   Islam   are
welcome  developments  in  the  field
of   religion   and   should   be   given
every  support  by  the  parent  reli-
gion.  These  two  religions  emerged
as a result of our failure or inability
to  spread  monotheism.  We  subse-
quently  failed   to   appreciate   their
value   and   importance    as    `other
ways'  to  approach  God.  The  story
of Jonah  tells  it  all.  Jonah  warned
and the people of Nineveh repented.
God accepted their approach to him
and  were   spared.   Jonah   couldn't
understand   and   he   made   himself
miserable,  as  we  have  been  miser-
able for 2,000 years.
2)  While  our  recognition  of  Islam
needs  no  reservations,  with  Christ-
ianity   it   is   different.   Our   recog-
nition   should   be   subject   to   their
worshipping the One God and not a
trinity.
3)  In   recognising   the   validity   of
other  religions,  we  need  not  fear
their competition. Judaism has solid
values   that   will   stand   up   to   any
challenge.
4)  The  hostility   among  the  three
major  faiths  arose  when  Christians
and Moslems  attempted  to  convert
the  Jews  and  each  other.   Recog-
nition can only be valid if attempts
at  conversion  are  renounced.  The
trouble started becarise both Christ-
ianity  and  Islam  appeared  as  fulfil-
ments of Judaism. Some Jews right-
ly did not accept that claim.
5)  By  acknowledging that  they are
not  `the  only  way',  the  three  reli-
gions admit that there can be other
ways   also.   We   should   encourage
new approaches to  God.
Naim E.  Dangoor
London SW7

1989.   I  often   reflect  that  Reform
Judaism   should   have   been   called
`Enlightened  Judaism'.   Whilst  the

articles   by   Rabbi   Marmur,   `Stop
fighting  these  wrong  battles',   and
Rabbi   Jonathan    Romain's    `How
can  a  Jew  remain  a  Jew',  plus  the
editorial,  are  on  differing  themes,
the ethics of tolerance, understand-
ing and love intermingle quite easily
and    follow    the     true     To/mz/dz.c
teachings  and  make  them  relevant
and modern in  the  1990s.

Whenever  I  read  the  sayings  of
the  sages  I  am  constantly  amazed
how enlightened they were and with
the   Days   of   Enlightenment   now
upon  us  these  values  may  be  the
only   salvation   for   our   dwindling
community.

Intermarriage,   or  as   some   say,
out-marriage,  is  a  fact  that  we,  as
parents,  will  or  may  have  to  face
and  how  we  conduct  ourselves  as
parents is crucial.  Love for another
human-being,   regardless   of   race,
creed  or  colour  is  a  trait  all  of  us
should  try  to  emulate.  I  have  seen
parents wringing their hands in sor-
row  and  suffering  with  frustration
when their offspring have married a
non-Jew and it is a truly sad sight to
behold.  The  years  of  unhappiness
that parents endure until possibly a
grandchild softens the effects seems
to say the least, wasted years.

Within  my  own  family  the  dic-
tates  of  love  have  been  guidelines
for   the    husbands    that    my    two
daughters   have   married.    One   is
Jewish   and   the   other   is   a   black
Roman  Catholic  and  I  am  proud
that they have followed their hearts
and  happy  that  they  in  turn  seem
perfectly happy with their spouses.

To honour another person's reli-
gion and trying to bring the best of
both to a marriage is the issue, thus
creating an atmosphere of tolerance.
If religion  cannot  evoke  these  qual-
ities then there is something seriously
wrong  with  some  religious  leaders
and  in  the  way  they  interpret  reli-
gious teachings.
Cynthia Godfrey  I
London N2

sR3.:r:elscy:o:;t"Fz!:,:;o:gr::F!:::

There   are  few  synagogues  where
one   cannot   find   a   cfe¢z¢#,   which
makes it hard for those of us who do
not want one.  Whenever I raise my
voice  on  this  subject  I  am  always
amazed  by  the  number  of  people
who   tell   me   they   feel   the   same,
though   they   will   not   become   a
public  spectacle.  So  I  am  speaking
for many more people than myself.

I go to synagogue to pray, not for
Rabbi  Wolff's   `moving  moments'.
A   cfeczzcz#   turns   me   into   a   mere
spectator.   And  the  quality  of  the
sound prevents  me  from  withdraw-
ing into my prayerbook to work on
my own -besides,  one do,es not go
to   synagogue   for   private   prayer.
With  a cfeflzcz7!  the  most I can  get is
an    emotional    wallow.     Enjoying
emotional  wallows is  not praying -
they can be obtained at any concert.
But  what  good  reason  is  there  to
ape  a  continental  habit  throughout
these islands?

I and many other people are glad
to  have  some  synagogues  without
cfe¢zcz#!.in.  There  are  plenty  where
they  can  be  enjoyed  by  those  who
want them. We may be a minority -
a  large  one - but  our  needs  ought
not go  by default.
R.M.  Green
London NW1

BRING BACK
CHANT

Sir,

I N  THE  AUTUMN   OF   1989
issue,   Rabbi   William   Wolff
bemoans  the  abandonment  of

cfeczz¢#z.in by Anglo-Jewish Reform .
Let me assure Rabbi Wolff that this
is  not  totally  the  case.  Some  years
ago,  Edgware  and  District  Reform
Synagogue   introduced    a    `chant
leader'  into  its  services  to  try  and
bring  back  some  of  the  music  to
those parts of the service which are
otherwise  read.   Dr.   Alan   Kutner
performs this task without resorting
to   traditional   chczzcz#z/£,   his  object
being  to  encourage  congregants  to
join  in.

What  Reform does seem  to have
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lost is 7zusflcfe,  the traditional chants
used   principally    in    the    Sfeczcfeczrz./
Service.   In  an  effort  to  do  some-
thing to  rescue the situation before
it   is   too   late,   Edgware's   Adult
Education programme for 1990 will
include    a   series   on   #L!sacfe,    the
results  of  which  will  hopefully  be
incorporated into its monthly `infor-
mal'  Shabbat Service.

Finally, I should mention the loss
in some Reform synagogues of con-
gregational  participation  while  the
choir  is  singing.  Indeed,  in  certain
synagogues  it  would  appear  to  be
almost  a  capital  offence  to  do  this,
presumably because it is thought to
detract   from   the   `beauty'   of   the
service.
Sidney Budd

i Edgware,  Middlesex

LOVING YOUR
NATIVE LAND

sR;::;Br:n#?n:|o:Ts:i(:ih:s:1:n::

lated, fails to understand that many
Jews have as sincere an affection for
the  land  and  society  in  which  they
were  born  and  brought  up  as  they
do  for  the  Jewish  culture  which  is
the   other   strand   of   their   inheri-
tance.  Why does he  condemn their
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acceptance of gentile criticism while
demanding  that  they  share  in  gen-
tile  criticism  of Israel?

Rabbi    Marmur   considers    that
Jews should stand on their religious
tradition and faith, which he defines
as  holy  study,  worship  and  acts  of
loving  kindness.  Would  it  were  so
simple!  Many pious Orthodox Jews
would probably say that religiously,
Rabbi  Marmur  is  not  a  Jew  at  all.
Many thinking Jews  have  difficulty
with   their   faith   and   turn   secular
because  Judaism  is  hedged  around
with traditional  taboos and  observ-
ances   which   seem   to   have   little
connection  either  with  morality  or
with religion as they conceive it.  At
the  same  time,   aspects  of  gentile
morality   and   mores   exercise   an
attraction  which  justifies  a  degree
of assimilation -joining, not imitat-
ing - the  society and institutions of
their  native  land.  There  are  many
steps between  living in  a voluntary
ghetto .and   total   assimilation,   in-
cluding  conversion  to  Christianity.
As for anti-Semitism, nowadays fre-
quently  disguised  as  anti-Zionism,
it may be  a gentile  disease but  if it
cannot  be  cured  it  should  not  be
passively  endured,  for  that  is  con-
trary to courage and self-respect.

There   is   and   has   long   been   a
genuine  conflict  for  the  individual
Jew  between  some  of the  religion,
culture  and  manners  of  his  native
land,  where  this  is  a  tolerant  land,
and   his   Jewish   culture.    Friction
between   the   long-settled   and   the
greeners has  a long history in  Brit-
ain and America,  arising out of the
long-settled's fear that his hard won
acceptance might be jeopardised by
the  foreign  manners  and  insecurity
of  the  newcomers  as  much  as  by
religious anti-Semitism.  It is easy to
pour  scorn  on  the  assimilated  for
this  but  a  bit  of  historical  under-
standing  is  also  required.  Was  not
the establishment of Israel intended
to  resolve  this  conflict.  Alas,  it  has
produced  new  difficulties,  for  the
State  of  Israel  today  verges  on  a
religious   tyranny.   Jews   today   are
far   more   intolerant   religiously   to
each  other  than  Christians  in  most
Western countries are to Jews;  and
Israel's system  of proportional rep-
resentation  has  enabled  the  religi-
ously  intolerant  to  get  their  claws
into the machinery of government.

Rabbi  Marmur  seems  to  see  the
cure   in   Jews   joining   the   other,
much   larger   religious   and   ethnic
minorities   in   campaigning   against

religious   discrimination   and  racial
prejudice. However, he admits that
they  have  tended  to  ally  with  our
enemies  and  I  do  not  believe  that
part  of the Jewish  canon  is  to  love
your enemies.  In any case, they are
well  able  to  look  after  themselves
and it is  not  self-respecting to  con-
tinue trying to ally with people who
have  repulsed your offers  of assist-
ance.

It is futile - though fashionable -
to    censure    those    who    proclaim
themselves   Zionists   or  supporters
of  Israel   without   living  in   Israel.
However,  Rabbi  Marmur -who,  I
notice,    writes    from    Toronto    -
should  not  be  censured,  for  a  Jew
may   have   good   reasons   for   not
living  in  Israel,  including  the  need
to  earn   a  living   according  to   his
abilities, or a love for the land of his
birth.   In  the  unlikely  event  of  all
Jews  going  to  live  in  Israel  there
would  soon  be  a  war  of expansion
due  to  overcrowding.  And without
the    Diaspora    Jews,    how    many
friends  would  small  Israel  have  in
the outside world?

All Jews have difficult choices to
make.  If  they  make  them  from  a
religious   stance   it   is   doubtless   a
great   help   and   anchor   to   them.
Otherwise,  let  them  stand  on  their
self-respect and they will not go far
Wrong.
Ursula R.Q. Henriques
Cardiff

LABOUR

A1:o:-::Fs:i:&:„::i:5e;il:::rl:n:;
cially  distorted  the  intended  mean-
ing.

In the paragraph beginning:  `The
pain of childbirth. . .' the text should
read:  `Originally  felt  as  a  reflected
image of the Earth Goddess proud-
ly,   wonderfully   labouring   to   give
birth to the world, it was re-imaged
by  the   usurping   male   deity   as   a
sorrowful  guilt-ridden  ordeal  to  be
endured by the  lesser sex'.

It   appeared   as:    `...   it   was   re-
imaged   by   the   lesser   sex'   which,
though  not  my  intention,   was   an
interesting   way   of  putting   it   and
made   me   wonder   whether   Lilith
had  been  making  mischief  in   the
typesetting room.
Alix Pirani
Combe  Down,  Bath
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ll#4o€J''
Willii,in wolf.I.

HE  LONG  TERM  FALL-
out   from   the   battle   which
Paula  Cohen  has  fougbt  soT

unflinchingly  for  the  status  -of  her
three children will hit the next chief
rabbi hardest of all.

His  appointment  is  only  months
away. And by now every one of the
hopefuls must understand that if he
is  to  set  a new tone in  the Anglo-
Jewish  community,  he  must  force
the  London  Beth  Din  back  under
his control.

He  can  do  that  only by  clearing
out  some  of  the  present  d¢}jc}7?I.in
and appointing his own men.

Mastery over that Beth Din was
abdicated  by  Chief  Rabbi  Brodie
some 40 years  ago  and Lord Jako-
bovits has never seized it back.

But the London Beth Din is the
chief rabbinate's major arm of pow-
er. And it has been allowed blithely
to blitz the  community like  an un-
guided missile.

Mrs.   Cohen's   courage   in   chal-
1enging that court -which saw fit to
strip her three children of the Jew-
ish identity they enjoyed so securely
in Israel - has brought into the open
procedures which for decades have
remained  hidden  in  whispers  and
archives.

The  ways  of  the  London  Beth
Din  in  dealing with  witnesses  and
evidence   and   in   explaining   their
decisions,  bear  no  resemblance  to
anything   which   the   most   junior
magistrates'  clerk  would  recognise
as judicial.

That is a back-pack which no new
chief rabbi - Sacks or Lau,  Harris
or Bulka - can afford to carry into a
new era.

*
HE  PITIFUL  PLIGHT  OF
thousands   of  Russian   Jews
stranded in Ladispoli, Italy, isTonthe conscience of every one-of

uS.
For we should be clear about two

things.  Firstly, they czrc refugees.
Anyone who leaves a home coun-

try withorit the certainty of finding
another one is a refugee. That goes
for   Russian   Jews   as   it   goes   for
Vietnamese boat people - and the
shame  on  the  British  government
for what they are doing to these will
take long to wipe away.

Secondly,   it   is   a   basic   human
right to chose the country in which
you  live  -  provided  that  coun.try
allows you to enter. The fact, there-
fore, that the vast majority of these
Russian refugees do not wish to live
in Israel does not absolve the rest of
us from our moral duty.

So far, we have turned their way
with blind eyes and deaf ears. That
is why Dr.  Lionel  Kopelowitz,  the
president of the Board of Deputies,
ought to take himself to the Home
Office at once to plead for a couple
of thousand visas for these refugees.

And the Board,  on behalf of us
all, ought to guarantee their upkeep
among us until they have found new
jobs arid new homes.

*
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the  head  of  one  of  the  Durham
colleges, partly because I can boast
a ffiendship with Julia Neuberger.

The ability to claim mere acquain-
tance  with  both  Julia  and  Lionel
Blue has on innumerable occasions
made  me  grow  inches  in  the  non-
Jewish world.

Thank you, Julia and Lionel, not
merely for your own friendship but
for  the  extra  standing  you  give  to
the  entire  Jewish  community  and
for the free meals at tables high and
low.

*
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Unless   the   number   of   annual
recruits  is  doubled - and  swiftly -
the future of our Movements in the
1990s  and  the  first  decade  of  the
third millennium will be stagnation
and shrinkage.

To leave major communities like
Cardiff,  Glasgow  and  Birmingham
without a Progressive rabbi for year
after   year   is   already   inflicting   a
major injury not  only on  our con-
gregants  but  on  all  Jews  in  those
areas.

For  if we  believe  that  only  our

approach   to   Judaism   can   today
meet the religious needs of the vast
majority   of   Anglo-Jewry   -   and
given  the narrow focus  of the vast
majority of Orthodox rabbis, it can-
not be otherwise - then our failure
to train sufficient rabbis becomes a
dereliction of our religious duty.

Because   our   rates   of  pay   are
roughly one-third of the American
scale for rabbis, we have no hope of
significant   recruitment   from   the
U.S.  seminaries.

That is why a major recruitment
drive  among  our  students,  young
trainees     and    professionals     and
among men and women in search of
a career swap,  must now be made
the    immediate    priority    of    our
Movements.

It is a duty that rests upon all our
lay leaders, national and local, upon
youth  workers  and  congregational
chairmen,   as   well   as   upon   Leo
Baeck College itself.

And in and out of the pulpit, we
rabbis must preach only one sermon
-  that  our  job  is  both  the  most
demanding and most rewarding on
earth.

*
Tlights strung out across the top  of

the Golders Green Road.
This has a more exclusively Jew-

ish  clientele  than  any  other major
shopping street in Britain.

That made those lights as approp-
riate as putting bacon in bagelsl

HE MOST BIZARRE SIGHT
to assault me in recent weeks
was the display of Christmas

Rabl]i  William  Wolff,  cz /ormcr  FJcef Sfrcef
ipurnalist,  is  a  graduate  Of  Leo  Baeck  Cot
le~ge,  serv?d  g_s_  an_assi?tarn  to  Rabbi  Hugo
Gryn at_ the prest  London Synagogue ant is
now rabbi of Newcastle Reform Sjnagogue.
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The Manor House
Society

Th_e _Mapqr House Society is dn ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range
of Jewish cultural alnd intellectual  events of a  high  level within  easy reach  of a  large
audience. Regular activit.lee include concerts, debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and
lectures.

Membership of the Society gives easy access to`the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre
for Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in  Europe. These facilities include a bookshop,  library,
cafeteria, extensive grounds and tennis courts.  Membership also brings advance information
about  events,  priority  booking  and  ticket  discounts  and  automatic  subscription  to  A/anna.
Membership can be on either an  individual or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest:

Single membership
Family membership
Senior citizen/student single
Senior citizen -family

£16.50
£26.50
£13.50
£19.50

Existing subscribers to Manna may deduct the unexpired portion of their subscription from the
Manor House Society Subscription.

`.``

FORTHCOMING  EVENTS
Saturday 6th January 1990 -8.00 pin

"SOUND OFF TO ISRAEL" -An evening of public speaking

by our student leadership
with adjudication from  His Honour Judge Kennath Zucker

and Jenny Abramsky

Sunday 14th January 1990 -8.00 pin
AN  EVENING WITH  HYMAN  KAPIAN

Leo F]osten's famous night school class comes to hilarious
life as KEFIRY SHALE recreates his BBC radio readings

-fa

Sunday 4th February 1990 -8.00pm
More Jazz,  Dancing & Bagels with

THE  BENNY GREEN QUAFITET

28th February i 28th March 1990
PHOTOGF]APHS OF THE WAF]SA:W GHETTO

There will be a lecture by Dr. Antony Polonsky to accompany the exhibition
at 8.00pm on Thursday, 8th March

March 1990
Fourth Annual Chess Simul with JONATHAN SPEELMAN

ART COURSE
Tuesdays 1.15 -3.15pm

Spring Series:  8 Sessions commencing 9th January 1990

LUNCHTIME  RECITALS
Tuesdaysl .15 -2.00pm

Spring Series: January 9th and 23rd,
February 6th and 20th, March 6th and 20th 1990
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